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PREFACE

This booklet is designed to give a brief overview of the historical events and 
Treaties that shape the Leech Lake Reservation and Government today along 
with our relationships with some local and federal agencies. Through providing 
this background and analysis, we hope to prepare our staff and citizens with the 
necessary understanding of self-governance and what role we play in furthering 
the Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe. 
Without understanding where we 
come from, it is impossible to know 
where we are going. This booklet we 
hope, provides a glimpse of the work 
and hardships our ancestors endured 
to get us to where we are now and 
sets the stage for conversations 
about our role in creating Leech 
Lake’s future.

INTRODUCTION

Often people think Treaties signed by Native Americans with the United States 
Government “gave” rights to native peoples. This is a misconception. In fact, 
most treaties traded away rights and lands for a smaller, limited land base with 
promises that Native peoples could practice their inherent 
rights there permanently. Treaties extinguished Indian title to 
the land and made it possible for the US government to settle 
and govern former Indian Lands. The rights that Natives 
retain are called “Reserved Rights,” a fundamental doctrine 
of Indian Law today. Under this doctrine of reserved rights 
the courts have consistently ruled that any right not explicitly 
extinguished by a treaty or federal statute is considered to be “reserved” to the 

Tribe. These reserved rights are called usufructuary 
rights. Learning the history and the Treaties that 
Leech Lake signed is instrumental in understanding 
the ‘usufructuary’ rights that we share as Leech Lake 
Tribal Citizens, our natural right to self-govern and 
our responsibility to live as Anishinaabeg in ways that 
make our Reservation stronger.

Treaties outline the 
specific rights that 
Tribes gave up, 
not those that they 
retain.

Usufructuary – in civil 
law this refers to a 
person who has the 
right to the benefits of 
another’s’ property
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HISTORY OF LEECH LAKE RESERVATION LANDS

Treaty Making Era – 
Formation of Ojibwe 
Reservations in Northern 
Minnesota

When the first settlers arrived in 
this area, the Ojibwe had been living 
throughout northern Minnesota 
for several hundred years. The US 
Federal Government recognized that 
lands in what would become north 
central and northern Minnesota were 
owned and managed by the Ojibwe. 
At this time, the United States was 
focused on obtaining Indian Lands for 
settlement and removing the Indians 
to Reservations without causing 
wars and uprisings. Interactions with 
Native people were executed by the 
President of United States and Tribal 
leaders through the negotiation of 
Treaties. These Treaties were then 

ratified by congress and implemented by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) which 
was then housed in the War Department of the United States. 

To obtain territory that would form the northern portion of Minnesota and open 
up those lands to logging industry, a series of Treaties were negotiated with the 
Ojibwe to cede their occupancy rights and allow the 
federal government to acquire these lands. The first 
Treaty with the Ojibwe that ceded lands was the 
Treaty of St. Peters in 1837. This treaty formed what 
later became Wisconsin and Eastern Minnesota, 
including the land around Mille Lacs Lake. In 1854 
the Lake Superior Band of Chippewa Indians ceded 
lands in the Northeastern part of Minnesota through 
the Treaty with the Chippewa and established 
Reservations for the Grand Portage and Fond du Lac 
Bands. 
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In 1855 the Chippewa of the Mississippi, 
including the Pillager, Winnibigoshish 
and Leech Lake Bands, ceded lands 
immediately to the west of the 1854 
cessation that stretch to the Dakota 
border and established Reservations to 
be retained at Mille Lacs, Rabbit Lake, Gull 
Lake, Pokegama Lake, Sandy Lake, Rice 
Lake, Leech Lake, Lake Winnibigoshish 
and Cass Lake. From this Treaty, 

commonly called the 1855 Treaty of Washington, the Reservations of Leech Lake 
and Mille Lacs still remain but the landscape of Indian ownership continued to 
shift in subsequent treaties. 

The 1864 Treaty, which superseded a similar Treaty in 1863 involved the 
cessassion of the Reservations at Mille Lacs, Rabbit Lake, Gull Lake, Pokegama 
Lake, Sandy Lake and Rice Lake to restore lands ceded that were ceded in the 
1855 treaty to enlarge the remaining Reservations. The goal of this treaty was to 
consolidate all of the Mississippi Bands around Lake Winnibigoshish and Leech 
Lake. The thought in 1864 was to 
move all the Indians away from 
the small, scattered Reservations 
established in 1855 and 
concentrate them at a larger, closer 
Reservations.

The Treaty of 1867 furthered the 
US objective of concentrating the 
Ojibwe in North Central Minnesota 
and ceded the lands that were 
returned to the Mississippi Bands 
in the 1864 treaty back to the 
United States. In exchange for 
these ceded lands the White Earth 
Reservation was established and 
lands surrounding Leech Lake and 
Lake Winnibigoshish were retained. 
White Earth and Leech Lake were to 
be ‘relocation’ reservations for the 
Ojibwe people. 

The lands retained from the 1855, 1863, 1864 and 
1867 Treaties form part of the present day Leech 
Lake Reservation with additional lands coming in 
three presidential orders in 1873 and 1874 under 
President Ulysses S. Grant. 
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Treaty making ended in 1871 with the passage of the Indian Appropriation Act and 
the Tribal-US government relationship that rested with the President transitioned 
to Congress which still control this relationship today. With the passage of this 
legislation, it became Federal Policy that “no Indian Nation or Tribe” would be 
recognized “as an independent Nation, Tribe, or power with whom the United States 
may contract by treaty.” This was a big step in diminishing Indian sovereignty, in 
which the US government shifted treating Indian peoples as independent nations 
to individual ‘wards’ of the government. This was an action to separate Indian 
people and bring them under Federal Control through congressional action with or 
without their consent. This action ended the Treaty-making era of Federal Indian 
Policy.

REMOVAL AND ASSIMILATION ERA – 
Fragmentation of Leech Lake Reservation & Formation of 
Chippewa National Forest

Minnesota has a long history of timber harvesting where in many towns Paul 
Bunyan and Babe the Blue Ox are folk heroes. Many lakes and rivers were 
dammed in order to facilitate the transportation of timber. Timber interest is 
also the reason US surveyors such as “Lewis and Clark” and “Lewis Cass and 
Zebulon Pike” had explored this area and identified where the pines, swamps and 
resources were on the landscape. By the late 1800’s the logging industry had 
reached the borders of the Leech Lake Indian Reservation but could not access 
the large expanses of virgin white and red pine forests that it contained as the 
entire Leech Lake Reservation was under Indian ownership and control. Gaining 
access to the lands and resources in the Leech Lake Reservation was done 
through legislative actions, the effects of which are still present today.

THE NELSON 
ACT

The Nelson act of 
1889, or “The Relief and 
Civilization of the Chippewa 
Indians in the State of 
Minnesota” opened the 
door to the Leech Lake 
Reservation and began 
the shift the ownership 
from Tribal owned land 
to the mixed ownership 

Dams on Leech Lake established to facilitate transportation 
of Leech Lake timber. This had the additional effect of altering 
the landscape and impacting the local populations.
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of Tribal, public and private that we have today. This Act of Legislation shifted 
ownership of land by:

 Mandating each Tribal family would receive an 80 acre parcel (called 
allotment) of non-pine land; and

 All unclaimed lands were:

 To be auctioned off, if deemed pine rich lands; or

 Opened to white settlement, if lands were deemed 
agricultural. 

 Allotted Lands would be held in tax-free “trust” status 
for 25 years then shift into “fee” status where taxes 
would need to be paid by the landowner.

Born of the General Allotment Act (Dawes Act) of 1887, the idea behind this 
legislation was that the United States Government could “civilize” the natives by 
getting them to own and farm their allotment. This Act was designed to assimilate 

“Intermediate” students inside a classroom at an American Indian boarding school in Beaulieu, 
Minnesota, c.1900.

Courtesy of the Minnesota Historical Society

The Nelson Act 
also coincides 
with other efforts 
to ‘civilize’ natives 
as the boarding 
school era was 
just beginning at 
this time.
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the Indians into the western lifestyle so they would no longer require vast swaths 
of land to live a communal, migratory lifestyle. The Nelson Act was specific to 
Ojibwe Reservations in Minnesota, affecting the Grand Portage, Mille Lacs, Leech 
Lake, Boise Forte, Fond du Lac and White Earth Bands. This follows the federal 
policy shift from 1871 that changed interactions with Natives from a government 
to government platform, to a federal government and individual ward basis. 

Another intent of this legislation was to concentrate the Ojibwe in Minnesota 
on the White Earth Reservation and dissolve the other Reservations by having 
Natives relocate and take allotments on White Earth. Rather than keeping the 

land in communal ownership, it forced families to choose 
an 80 acre parcel of land (allotment) either on their home 
Reservation or White Earth Reservation. This would have 
moved the Ojibwe out of the timber rich woodlands to the 
transition area between the northern forest and the prairie 
where timber is less of an issue and more agriculture is 
present. The Nelson Act was never fully implemented as 
many Indians chose to stay on their home Reservations 
rather than relocate to White Earth. 

There are numerous injustices that came from opening the lands within the Leech 
Lake Reservation and the unscrupulous acts of the timber companies:

 The selection of allotments. Much of the land that was selected to be given 
for allotments was located in swamps and concentrated around the lakes of 
the region to keep the large blocks of pine forests available for auction and 
harvest.

 With the passage of the Nelson Act of 1889 the State of Minnesota illegally 
claimed that Tribal Citizens were subject to state hunting and fishing laws. 
No longer could Tribal Citizens hunt, fish and gather on the Leech Lake 
Reservation as promised by the Treaties they had negotiated. This illegal 
claim of state jurisdiction wouldn’t be corrected for another 83 years.

 The “dead and burnt timber clause.” This amendment to the Nelson Act 
allowed the timber barons to purchase wood at a greatly reduced price if the 
land was burnt over. Often they would start fires and quickly harvest the dead 
and live wood claiming it was all ‘dead’ reaping profits at the expense of the 
Ojibwe. This amendment came after much of the timber resources on the 
‘surplus’ Reservation lands were extracted.

 Timber was appraised at significantly lower rate on Indian Reservations 

Allotment – a piece 
of land deeded by 
the government to 
a North American 
Indian, as part 
of the division of 
Tribally held land
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than elsewhere in Minnesota. The profits from these timber sales, managed 
by BIA agents, was intended to sustain the Ojibwe people but was often 
mismanaged and spent by Indian Agents on ‘behalf’ of the Ojibwe. When 
payments would come, they were notoriously late much to the ire of the 
Pillager and other Bands around the current Leech Lake Reservation.

 Unsubstantiated liquor bootlegging charges were brought against Native 
men which forced them to travel long distances to defend themselves in 
federal court.

 Letters from Tribal leaders outlining these wrongs were written and are as yet 
still unanswered by the Federal Government who had claimed the Natives as 
wards.

These injustices led to growing animosity and 
poor relationships between the Ojibwe Bands 
and the US government. The theft, injustices 
and poor living conditions of the Natives on 
the Reservation would eventually lead to 
an Indian uprising. This tension culminated 
on October 6th, 1898 at the Battle of Sugar 
Point where 80 US soldiers from Fort Snelling 
departed Walker and arrived at the shores of 
Sugar Point attempting to apprehend Bug-O-
Nay-Ge-Shig. How the battle began has been 
disputed throughout the years. The Pillager 
have held that the soldiers began firing on a 
canoe containing two women and a child as it 
rounded the corner of Sugar Point. The military 
claims that a rifle was accidentally discharged 
towards the Ojibwe side. Regardless, an 
intense firefight between the two sides 
erupted. The Pillager people went into that 
day not wanting battle but were prepared if it 
came. The battle continued into the night and 
no harm came to any of the Ojibwe people 
outside of Indian Officer Gay-Gway-Day-Be-
Tung (George Russell), who was allegedly shot 
by mistake, by a soldier who assumed he was 
fighting alongside the Pillagers when in fact 

Sugar Point Memorial

Indian Officer Gay-Gway-Day-Be-Tung 
(George Russell)
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he was in service with the US government. The 3rd US Infantry experienced six 
causalities and ten wounded that night. On the morning of October 7, 1898, the 
soldiers retreated from Sugar Point, battered, hungry and cold. 

Once word of the battle spread, hysteria and false rumors ran rampant in the 
surrounding areas that an “Indian Uprising” was coming. Additional troops were 
sent to the area, and outcries to the US Government for assistance and protection 
were pouring in from the non-native people in Minnesota. Memories of Custer’s 
defeat at Little Big Horn, just 22 years prior in 1876, led the newspapers of the 
day to run wild with unsubstantiated headlines. In a twist of fate, the outcries and 
headlines put the nation’s attention on Leech Lake, forcing the US Government to 
hear the grievances put forth by the Ojibwe people.

FORMATION OF THE NATIONAL FOREST

Problems were rampant in this area in the late 1800’s with implementing the 
Nelson Act and were centered over the various interests arguing over the ‘surplus’ 
pine lands in the Winnie-Cass Lake Reservation. Some of the groups involved in 
this debate were the timber industry, the Ojibwe Bands (Pillager, Winnibigoshish 
and Leech Lake) and the Federation of Women’s Club, who had taken an interest 
in the area because of the runaway timber industry, and resulting impacts to the 
Band. All of this came together to create the Minnesota Forest Reserve through 
the Morris Act of 1902. The Morris Act was an amendment to the Nelson Act and 
put the supervision of timber under the Forester of the Department of Agriculture. 
It provided that:

 Lands logged over were to be placed into a forest reserve

 Reserved the Ten Sections area from either sale or settlement

 Dedicated timber sale receipts to a trust account to be paid to the Band

 Reserved areas of Indian land from oversight

 Stated an intent to hire Indian labor for timber harvest 

 Opened agricultural land for settlement by non-Indians.

The Morris Act is a unique point of history. At that time Congress could see that 
the actions they had taken were resulting in negative effects on the Indian people. 
Rather than returning the lands to the Indians, they instead create a forest reserve 
so that the economic value associated with the timber and land stays in federal 
hands rather than the people it was promised to in the treaties.

Now that the timber industry had moved onto the non-allotted lands of the Leech 
Lake Reservation, timber barons soon realized that timber and profit could be 
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gained if they could get access to the allotted lands being held in governmental 
trust for the Indian Families by the Federal Government. Timber barons began 
lobbying state legislators to enact laws that would allow loggers to get at the 
timber on Tribal allotments. The first such law was the Steenerson Act of 1904. 
This law allowed the Department of Interior to issue an additional 80 acres of land 
to Tribal members they deemed “worthy.” Attached to the Steenerson Act was 
a rider called the Clapp Act which allowed Tribal members to be able to sell the 
timber off their allotments, but the lands would still held in trust. This means that 
the allotted land could not be sold until the 25 years outlined in the Nelson Act had 
passed and the trust lands transferred into fee status.

In 1906 this changed with the passage of the Burke Act. The Burke Act gave 
the Secretary of Interior the authority to issue fee patents to Tribal member if 
he deemed them “competent and capable.” A majority of the time, the land was 
taken out of trust and without the knowledge of the Tribal member/family, was 
subjected to forced fee patents (taxation) and the land was taken due to overdue 
taxes.

Even with the creation of the Minnesota 
Forest Reserve, the controversy regarding 
the forest and settlement of the area 
was ongoing. This lead to the Minnesota 
National Forest Act of 1908, yet another 
amendment to the Nelson Act. The 
Minnesota National Forest Act expanded 
the boundaries of the forest outlined in the 
Morris Act, and changed the forest from 
being designated as a “forest reserve” 
into a National Forest that would later be 
renamed the Chippewa National Forest. 
This set the stage for where we are today, 
with the Chippewa National Forest as the 
largest land manager within the Leech 
Lake Reservation with its origins and 
duties tied not only to federal policy but 
also to the Treaty of 1855, the National 
Forest Act and Morris Act.

Old & new forest service supervisors office

In 1928 the name changed from 
the Minnesota National Forest 
to the Chippewa National Forest 
to reflect this history and whom 
this forest is managed for today.
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FORMATION OF MINNESOTA CHIPPEWA TRIBE

By the mid 1920’s the Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe had lost over 650,000 acres 
of Reservation land due to the Nelson Act, subsequent laws and failure of the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs to look protect the welfare of the Ojibwe people, which it 
is obligated to do by law. At the national scale, the US government commissioned 
a study of the tough times the American Indians across the US were facing. This 
resulted in what is called the Meriam report, which documented the deplorable 
conditions of Indian people across the U.S., the devastation of the Nelson act 
and other allotment statutes, and the failure of the BIA to do anything about it. At 
this same time the Leech Lake Ojibwe were demanding all the land lost under the 
Nelson Act be restored to them as they were living in poverty, had lost almost all 
their land, were illegally subject to state conservation laws and had never received 
the monies promised to them from the sale of their timber and land.

Minnesota Chippewa Tribe building 

Bois Forte Band 
of Chippewa

Fond du Lac 
Reservation

Grand Portage 
Chippewa
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In response to the Meriam report the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 was 
enacted. This act put a stop to the sale of allotments, recognized the inherent 
rights of Tribes to establish their own governments and restored all surplus lands 
to the Tribes that had not been sold under various allotment Acts, including the 
Nelson act (The Restoration Act). On the Leech Lake Reservation, that meant the 
formation of the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe (MCT) and the surplus lands being 
returned to the six Bands that form the MCT. 

Even with the passage of the Indian Reorganization Act, the State of Minnesota 
continued to claim that the Leech Lake Indian Reservation was disestablished as 
were the rights retained through the Treaty of 1855 and prior Treaties. This false 
claim meant that Indian families could not hunt, fish and gather as they previously 
had under Tribal control and rather were now subject to Minnesota Conservation 
laws and seasons. This issue would not be resolved for nearly 80 years. 

SELF DETERMINATION ERA
The fight to have our Treaty 
Rights and Border Recognized

In 1971, the Leech Lake Band challenged 
the Minnesota Commissioner of Natural 
Resources, Robert L. Herbst in federal 
court on the issue of Minnesota illegally 
forcing Indians to comply with Minnesota 
game and fish laws. The courts ruled that:

“Plaintiff Indians have the right to hunt and 
fish and gather wild rice on public lands and 
public waters of the Leech Lake Reservation 
free of Minnesota game and fish laws. 
Defendants are enjoined from enforcing such 
laws.”

Leech Lake 
Band of Ojibwe

Mille Lacs 
Reservation

White Earth 
Nation

Leech Lake Reservation Boundary – 
Exhibit A
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In addition to getting a positive ruling, these rights were identified as property 
rights and therefore required Minnesota to pay Leech Lake Band for non-Indian’s 
privilege of hunting, fishing or trapping on any lands within the boundaries of the 
Reservation. Also as a results of the Herbst decision, the gathering of wild rice 
and bait fish on Leech Lake Reservation is exclusively regulated by the Leech Lake 
Band of Ojibwe.

This decision means more than just having our gathering 
rights recognized. This decision affirmed the Leech Lake 
Reservation boundaries and jurisdiction authority of the 
Leech Lake Band as an independent sovereign capable 
of self-regulation. In all treaty cases, including the Herbst 
decision it is clearly stated that the reason Native Americans 
are free from federal or state government regulation is there 
is a Tribal Government or decision making authority with 

a geographical jurisdiction whose role is being infringed upon. The Leech Lake 
Band of Ojibwe is that governing body that our Tribal citizens have given power to 
regulate our collective rights through the Constitution and elections. The Herbst 
decision affirmed that power and the Reservation boundaries as identified in 
Exhibit A and recognized by federal and state government today.

RIGHTS AND THE RESPONSIBILITY OF SELF-
DETERMINATION

The history of this area lays out the roadmap for what rights and responsibilities 
exist for both the Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe citizens and our government. The 
ability of our forefathers to sign a Treaty with the United States Government as a 
Tribal Nation recognizes our sovereignty as an independent Nation with natural 
self-governance and self-determination. A treaty is a contract between sovereign 
nations and are signed for two main reasons:

(1) Transfer of Land – Cessation Treaty; or 

(2) Establish alliances or peace – Peace Treaty

A common misconception of Treaties is that Indians have “special rights” granted 
to them by the Treaties. This is untrue. The rights that Native people retain were 
never given, rather these rights are what are known as inherent rights that have 
always existed. Treaties are legal, international diplomacy documents that are to 
be forever honored. The United States Constitution Article VI declares treaties to 
be the “supreme law of the land” and thus are not subject to state laws. Treaties 
today are important because they:

12
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 Show that we are not a product of the 
US political system rather that we predate 
them and our system of government is 
retained through treaties

 We are not just an ethnic group, we are a 
political entity

In the same way that our forefathers 
ensured that we have these rights today by 
not giving them away in the Treaties, it is 
our responsibility as Tribal Citizens to:

(1) To ensure that our rights are 
maintained.

(2) To ensure that resources are available 
for our children. 

We accomplish these objective as 
individuals, however we also elect 

Government leaders who are tasked with these missions as outlined in our 
Constitution. Our Tribal Government is now and always has been derived from 
and for the people. A government is only as strong as the people who make it up 
and the leaders that come from within our communities. The Herbst case is an 
example of the recognition of our inherent sovereignty, as well as our collective 
voice and actions that shape our government and future.

ENSURING OUR RIGHTS 
AND RESOURCES ARE 
PRESERVED

The Reservation Business Committee 
(RBC) has tasked the Division of 
Resource Management (DRM) with 
writing laws, policy, management 
plans and codes that ensure the 
protection of our natural resources 
that align with our values as Ojibwe. 
These regulations outline how 
citizens should hunt and gather, 
what standards of pollutants are 
allowed and create policy that shape 

"I understand what you want... 
from the few words I have heard 
you speak. You want land."
—Flat Mouth [Aish-Ke-Vo-Go-
Zhe, or Bird with Leaf Green Bill], 
Ojibwe leader at 1855 treat

Buying rice at Division of Resource Management
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management for the lands within the Leech Lake Reservation – our homeland.

Rights and resources are held ‘in common,’ meaning that they belong to the Leech 
Lake Tribal Community not individual Tribal Citizens. Gathering with respect and 
the understanding that our resources are gifts from the Creator is important as 
we harvest and teach others to do so. As Anishinabeg we are charged to protect 
and preserve these resources for everyone who has a right to them. Regulations 
are one tool that we have as a people to ensure that bad actors are not abusing 
resources and harming the overall community and our children’s ability to access 
these resources in the future.

To date these codes and regulations are:

 Conservation Code (1973)

 Bough Permitting (1994)

 Solid Waste (1995)

 Pesticides Code (1996)

 Traffic Code (1999)

 Wild Rice Beds (1999)

 Bowstring River (1999)

 Hazardous Waste Ordinance (2001)

 Land Use Ordinance (2006)

 Burning Ordinance (2006)

 Wetlands Ordinance (2014)

 Desired Vegetative Conditions (2019)

In addition to enacting codes and regulations 
designed to protect the resources, the Leech Lake 
Band of Ojibwe government consults with other 
governments and agencies that operate within the 
Leech Lake Reservation and 1855 Ceded Territory 
to ensure that our citizen’s rights are being 
respected, honored and that the resources we rely 
on today are still available for our children. 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES/
RELATIONSHIPS
Federal vs. State Agencies

“If our communities and 
individual community 
members do not 
understand why we 
have environmental 
regulations then it does 
not matter how great our 
written environmental 
law are, because true 
environmental protection 
will come from individual 
community members being 
good stewards of the land.”  
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The Treaties that the Ojibwe signed 
were with the US Federal Government. 
The promises that the United States 
made in those treaties cannot be 
delegated from the Federal Government 
to a State Government. Those promises 
today include what are called Trust 
obligations, requiring Federal agencies 
(US Forest Service, Bureau of Indian 
Affairs, Environmental Protection 
Agency, US Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Army Corps of Engineers and other 
federal agencies) to act a Trustee for 
the Beneficiary (Leech Lake Band of 
Ojibwe) to fulfill Treaty promises. If 
States impinge upon these rights, the 
Federal Government is obligated to take 
action to remedy the situation, often in 
the form of legal action. 

Some of the ways that Federal Agencies deal with the unique legal and political 
relationship with Tribal governments is through consultation and coordination 
as outlined in Executive Order 13175 (Nov. 6, 2000). Government to government 
consultation is designed to consider effects that a federal agency’s activity can 
or will have on Native American lands, resources, lifeways and protected rights. 
This consultation process is intended to happen early and provide a meaningful 
opportunity for productive participating in agency planning and decision making. 
Most federal agencies have policies and procedures that outline their process of 
consultation with Indian Tribes.

Tribe’s relationship with the State of Minnesota

Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe’s relationship with the State of Minnesota has been 
shaped by the Herbst agreement. With the passage of the Nelson Act in 1889, 
the State of Minnesota illegally claimed that Congress abolished the Leech Lake 
Reservation and the jurisdictional authority of the Leech Lake Band to regulate 
hunting and fishing within the Leech Lake Reservation exterior boundaries. It took 
almost 80 years to correct this action, when the Leech Lake Band filed suit against 

Robert L Herbst, the Commissioner of Natural 
Resources for the State of Minnesota (MNDNR). 

The ‘trust responsibility’ is a 
legal principle that the Supreme 
Court noted in United States v. 
Mitchell (1983) is “the undisputed 
existence of a general trust 
relationship between the United 
States and the Indian people.” 
The purpose behind the trust doctrine 
is and always has been to ensure 
the survival and welfare of Indian 
tribes and people. This includes an 
obligation to provide those services 
required to protect and enhance 
tribal lands, resources, and self-
government, and also includes those 
economic and social programs which 
are necessary to raise the standard 
of living and social well-being of the 
Indian people to a level comparable to 
the non-Indian society.
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The Tribe asserted that federal treaty rights were being violated by the State and 
its’ offices. On January 25th, 1972 the 3rd Federal District Court affirmed that the 
Leech Lake Band 

“has a treaty right to hunt, fish, trap and gather wild rice within the boundaries of the 
Leech Lake Reservation without state regulation or control”

This judgement was appealed and ultimately a settlement was reached between 
the Leech Lake Band and the State of Minnesota resulting in a Memorandum of 
Agreement and Settlement that was signed by all parties on January 26, 1973.

This agreement outlines the Tribal 
governments’ role to maintain and 
enforce a conservation code that 
would apply to Indians living within 
the boundaries of the Reservation, 
to not commercially harvest certain 
species and the role of the State 
to regulate non-Indians who utilize 
the natural resources within the 
Reservation boundaries. Through the 
court filings, the US asserted that 
the rights the Tribe has within the 
boundaries of the Reservation are 

“property rights” of the Leech Lake Band. Through the settlement agreement and 
subsequent amendments, the Leech Lake Band receives 5% of all MNDNR State 
license sales as compensation for non-Indians to have the privilege to hunt, fish 
and gather on the Leech Lake Reservation. This agreement has been in place 
since 1973 and is the foundation of our relationship with the MNDNR.

Relationship with Chippewa 
National Forest

The Chippewa National Forest (CNF) is a 
unique forest in the United States from its 
creation to the role it serves today. It was 
created by congressional action from lands 
that were originally set aside to serve as a 
Treaty-reserved homeland for the Ojibwe 
people. Today the CNF and the Leech Lake 
Band of Ojibwe share almost 1,900 miles of 
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boundary, with roughly 90% of the Leech Lake Reservation being 
overlaid by the Chippewa National Forest boundaries. Through 
the congressional actions taken to shape ownership of this 
landscape, the National Forest is the largest land holder within 
the Leech Lake Reservation boundaries. This is important when 

you think about the formation of the forest through congressional action as this 
history has direct implications to the trust responsibility that exists today. The 
provisions that where included in the Morris Act of 1902:

 Encouraged employment of Indian labor; as well as

 Dedicating timber sale receipts to a trust account.

And the Minnesota National Forest Act of 1908:

 Officially established the National Forest, current day Chippewa National 
Forest;

 Shared decisional authority with Leech Lake Band in oversight of timber 
valuation; and

 Protects Indian graves with continued right to bury dead on National Forest 
Land.

These additional provisions and the recognition that this forest is unique with its 
creation for the benefit of Indian people amplifies the legal trust obligation owed 
by the Forest Service to the Leech Lake Band. 

National Forests are governed by the federal government and have authority 
delegated to them from Congress to make decisions and acquire lands. National 
Forests have the mission “to sustain the health, diversity and productivity of 
the nation’s forests and grasslands to meet the needs of present and future 
generations.” This multi-purpose mission today means that the Chippewa National 
Forest is tasked with generating and maintaining timber for the logging industry in 
the Leech Lake area. 

Historically and today there is heavy pressure to increase timber cutting and 
managing this land as a tree farm versus a natural forest. This timber focused 
management approach has led the CNF to be one of the most harvested forests 
in the country and has had negative impacts on the resources that Leech Lake 
Citizens need for spiritual, cultural and economic well-being. Historically this 
region has been dominated by timber industry and today they remain a vocal 
industry as the Forest Service plans projects within the Leech Lake Reservation.
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Today Leech Lake Division of Resource Management (DRM) works with the 
Chippewa National Forest under a Memorandum of Understanding for training, to 
plan projects and to be a constant reminder to them that as it does management 
under Forest Service authority, it cannot manage lands in a manner that will 
negatively affect Tribal lifeways.

Relationship with Environmental Protection Agency

The trust responsibility of the federal government and the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to sovereign Tribal 
governments in ongoing. One of these trust obligations is to 
ensure that the homelands of indigenous people reserved 
in executive treaties are protected from unnecessary 
encroachment. The contamination of the Reservation’s 

soil, water and air is dangerous and an unnecessary encroachment onto the 
homelands of the Tribe. To protect our homeland the DRM partners with the EPA 
to implement environmental programs that are consistent with federal law and 
regulate the environment in ways that protect our homeland and our treaty rights.

The document that guides the relationship between the Tribe and the EPA is the 
1984 Indian Policy. This document recognizes the unique legal relationship with 
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Tribal governments and the right of Tribes as sovereign governments to self-
determination. 

Relationships moving forward

The arc of justice is slow. It has taken the Leech Lake people years to have our 
rights recognized, build capacity, establish programs, and provide services for our 
people. Today conflicts still exist in ceded territories and around issues within the 
Leech Lake Reservation Boundaries. The federal and state relationships explained 
in this document exist today but this is a snapshot in time and will change in the 
coming years as the Tribe continues to gain expertise, build capacity and further 
develops leaders to best represent and serve the Leech Lake Tribal Citizens. 
This expansion, use and understanding of our own sovereignty, will shift our 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency stands ready to work directly 
with Indian tribal governments on a one-to-one basis (the “government-to-
government” relationship) rather than as subdivisions of other governments.

The EPA will recognize tribal governments as the primary parties for setting 
standards, making environmental policy decisions and managing programs for 
reservations, consistent with EPA standards and regulations.

The EPA will take affirmative steps to encourage and assist tribes in assuming 
regulatory and program management responsibilities for reservation lands.

The EPA will take appropriate steps to remove existing legal and procedural 
impediments to working directly and effectively with tribal governments on 
reservation programs.

The EPA, in keeping with the federal trust responsibility, will assure that tribal 
concerns and interests are considered whenever the EPA' s actions and/or 
decisions may affect reservation environments.

The EPA will encourage cooperations between tribal, state and local 
governments to resolve environmental problems of mutual concern.

The EPA will work with other federal agencies that have related responsibilities 
on Indian reservations to enlist their interest and support in cooperative efforts 
to help tribes assume environmental program responsibilities for reservations.

The EPA will strive to assure compliance with environmental statutes and 
regulations on Indian reservations.

The EPA will incorporate these Indian policy goals into its planning and 
management activities, including its budget, operating guidance, legislative 
initiatives, management accountability system and ongoing policy and 
regulation development processes.
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dependence away from other governments onto ourselves to further create our 
own future.

Conclusion

Protecting our water, soil, air, forests and all they encompass while making our 
federal partners honor their treaty trust obligations will ensure that:

 The air is safe to breath

 The water is safe to drink 

 The fish, animals and plants we harvest are healthy and safe;

 The forest will provide the resources that we continue to rely upon; and most 
importantly

 Our culture, mino-bimaadiziwin, will be protected and we can share the 
resources and stories with our children.

Treaty rights have always been, and will continue to be of great social, economic 
and cultural importance. Outside governments will continue to attempt to 
suppress these rights of Tribal members as tourism, timber, mining and other 
interests grows. Understanding our rights, sovereignty and how the history and 
treaties affect our government and relationships with outside parties is essential 
to keeping our homeland strong and resources available for the next seven 
generations.

Definitions – interdisperse as call out in document

• Ward of the state
• Usufructuary
• Allotment
• General Cass Pike
• Ceded Territory
• Trust Land

References

www.leechlakenews.com/2018/10/05/on-this-day-in-history-the-battle-of-sugar-point/

www.mnopedia.org/event/treaty-washington-1855

www.doi.gov/pmb/cadr/programs/native/gtgworkshop/Implementing-the-Government-to-

Government-Relationship

• Fee Land
• Treaty trust responsibility
• Self-determination
• Government to government consultation
• Soverienty
• Cessation
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Legal Fundamentals -
The Relationship Between the Leech 

Lake Band of Ojibwe and the Chippewa 
National Forest

Chief’s Letter
• Concerns voiced by Leech Lake Band in April 2016.

• Trust Responsibility
• Timber Harvest on LLIR

• Began consultation to resolve issues at direction of Forest Service Chief 
for Region 9 and the Chippewa National Forest to Address:

• Vegetative Condition
• Development of a Decision making model that:

• Reflects unique history and legal situation of LLBO/CNF, and
• Gives both Governments ownership in decisions

• Increasing blocks of older, ecologically 
functioning stands on the Reservation.

• Protection of Scenic Corridors on the 
Reservation (Designated road corridors, 
rivers, and lakes)
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90 % of the Leech Lake Indian 
Reservation falls within the 
Chippewa National Forest, 
binding the management and 
condition of the Forest with the 
social, economic and cultural 
well-being of the Band.

The Unique Relationship Between the 
Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe and the 
Chippewa National Forest

1855 Treaty 
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1889 Nelson Act 
• Nelson Act was devised to open 

reservation lands in Minnesota.

• Tribal families and tribal members 
received grants of 40 to 160 acres, with 
“surplus” lands opened for settlement.

• Result: Immense land loss and checker-
boarded ownership within the Leech 
Lake Indian Reservation.

Battle of Sugar Point

Tensions arose from ongoing 
pressures on the Leech Lake 
Indian Reservation’s timber 
resources.
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Ojibwe Delegation to D.C. 
February 1, 1899

“We desire to impress upon you, and through you, upon the 
Congress of the United States, that this is a matter of the 
gravest importance to us and our people. The Chippewas of 
Minnesota are dissatisfied with these arrangements, as now 
existing, for sale of our pine timber.”

Ojibwe Delegation to D.C. 
February 1, 1899

Delegation Requested:

•Dead & Down Timber issue 
be addressed.

•Minimum price for pine be 
raised from $3 to $4 MBF.

• Indians be employed in the 
logging industry on the  
forest. 
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Morris Act of 1902

Stated Intent of upholding 
United States’ Trust 
Obligation, including 
provisions providing:

•Encouraging employment 
of Indian Labor

•Dedicating timber sale 
receipts to a trust account

These provisions amplify the 
legal trust obligation owed by 
the Forest Service to the 
Leech Lake Band.

Minnesota National Forest Act
• Officially established the 

Minnesota National 
Forest in 1908.

• Sharing decisional 
authority with the Leech 
Lake Band in oversight 
of timber valuation.

• Protected Indian graves 
with continued right to 
bury their dead on the 
National Forest

• Only National Forest created for 
the benefit of Indian people.

• First National Forest created by 
Act of Congress.
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Coincides with Early 20th Century Assimilation Era 
– Nelson Act of 1889

• Designed to force the cession of 
Minnesota Ojibwe lands to open 
reservation lands for settlement and 
resource extraction.

• Goal of moving Minnesota Ojibwe 
onto the White Earth Reservation.

• Land and timber sales were suppose 
to benefit the Ojibwe. 

Coincides with Early 20th Century Assimilation Era 
– Boarding Schools

Pipestone Indian Training School

University of Minnesota 
Morris

Drexel Indian School, White Earth
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Illegal Extension of State Jurisdiction 
over Tribal Resources

Herbst Litigation - 1971
• Political and Jurisdictional Integrity of the 

Leech Lake Reservation Remains.
• Affirmed on-reservation rights of the Leech 

Lake Band to Hunt, Fish and Gather.

• Minnesota now Compensates the 
Band for the Non-Tribal Public to 
have the privilege to Hunt, Fish, 
and Gather on the Reservation.

• On behalf of the Band, U.S. 
Asserted that these Rights are 
Property Rights.
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Trust Responsibility – What is it?

The trust relationship imposes fiduciary duties on the 
Forest Service as trustee, meaning the Forest Service owes 
the beneficiary (LLBO) a legal duty of care in managing 
tribal resources. 

Elements of a Common Law Trust Present
• A network of statutes and 

regulations may impose 
judicially enforceable fiduciary 
duties on U.S. in management of 
Tribal resources. U.S. v. Mitchell, 1983

Courts will find a fiduciary 
duty if Tribe can establish  
statutory language 
supporting a fiduciary 
relationship and federal 
power over the resource at 
issue. U.S. v. White Mountain Apache, 2003
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What are the elements of a Trust 
Relationship?

• Trust: fiduciary arrangement allowing a third party, or 
trustee, to hold assets on behalf of a beneficiary.

• Fiduciary Duty:  The fiduciary(CNF) owes the duty, 
and the person or entity to whom the duty is owed is the 
beneficiary (LLBO). 

• Corpus: the property (National Forest lands) that is set 
aside for the benefit of the beneficiary (LLBO).

• Standard of Care: fiduciary is held to a very high 
standard, meaning that you must pay even more 
attention to management of the corpus than you would 
for your own accounts.

Foundational – Why do we Consult?

• To Fulfill our Trust Responsibility.
• Executive Order 13175
• Departmental Regulation 1350-002
• FSM1500
• FSH 1509.13

• The Forest Service fulfills its Trust Responsibility 
through consultation with tribes, and acknowledging 
and integrating retained treaty rights in management 
decisions. 
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When is Consultation Required?
o Does the Tribe have an interest in area affected by a planned 

activity?
o Will there be a substantial Direct effect?
o Are there possible direct effects?
o In all cases, err on the side of more rather than less 

consultation, and document the rationale for your decision. FSM 
1563.1

o Are there Tribally reserved rights that may be affected by the 
action?

o Are there general cultural, spiritual, and economic interests of the 
Tribe that might be affected?

Balancing Relationship with LLBO with 
Interests of the Public

The Rights of Tribal Governments and their Officials are not the same, nor 
should they be treated the same as the general public. FSM 1563

Consultation is a government-to-government engagement, and does not 
include constituents or partners. 
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Affirmation of Tribal Rights has a Long Arc

• 116 years to affirm LLBO’s 
Treaty Rights to hunt, fish 
and gather.

• 114 years for the U.S. 
government to acknowledge 
its responsibility to consider 
LLBO’s  on-Forest property 
rights in management 
decisions and 
implementation. 

How is Chippewa National Forest’s 
Management Impacted by These Rights 

• Overlap of the Chippewa National Forest and the Leech Lake Reservation 
results in a unique relationship between the USFS and the Leech Lake Band.

• In addition to the practical implications of this overlap, the fact that the 
Chippewa National Forest was created by statute amplifies the legal trust 
obligation owed by the USFS to the Leech Lake Band. 

• Therefore, there is the potential for compensatory (financial) liability by the 
USFS to the Leech Lake Band if the USFS does not live up to its legal duties as 
a trustee on the Chippewa National Forest.

• In litigation, the United States has asserted that the treaty protected rights to 
hunt fish and gather on the Chippewa National Forest are property rights.

• Almost all management activities of the Chippewa National Forest affects 
these property rights.

• As a fiduciary to the Leech Lake Band, the Chippewa National Forest must 
choose management alternatives that are in the interest of the Leech Lake 
Band or face potential liability.
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CNF/LLBO Memorandum of 
Understanding 2019

Chippewa National Forest - Background
• Forest Service timber harvest 

operates on Allowable Sale Quantity 
(ASQ) 

• “The Quantity of Timber that may be 
sold from the area of suitable land”

• This ASQ for the CNF is set high
• If nothing else matters this # is how 

much could be harvested.
• Timber harvests are planned through 

CNF management projects
• Little Winnie
• Winnie Sands
• Sand Pine Plains
• Penn North
• Penn South
• Middle Creek
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USFS Region 9

• CNF operates at a 
higher % of the ASQ 
than the region as a 
whole

• Yearly targets are set 
by region and 
consultation will occur 
with DRM starting 
2020
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Why an MOU?
• No other Forest in the USFS system is like the 

CNF with Reservation sharing borders
• Concerns voiced by LLBO

• Timber Harvest on LLR affecting Tribal resources 
negatively

• CNF manages forest as trust for LLBO
• 1855 Treaty
• Morris Act

• Even though CNF holds title to lands, Tribal Citizens 
retain usufructary rights to the resources on those 
lands

• Camping 
• Hunting
• Fishing
• Cultural
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“The Chippewa National forest facilitates the exercise of the right to hunt fish and gather as retained by the Ojibwe whose 
homelands were subject to treaty in 1855 (10 Stat. 1165) Ongoing opportunities for such use and constraints necessary for 

resource protection are reviewed and determined in consultation with Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe (D-TR-3).”
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What is purpose of MOU

• Outlines consultation process to involve 
Tribe in forest planning process

• Outlines shared decision making model
• Get ownership of decisions from both Governments
• Reflects unique situation of LLBO/CNF

• Outlines Tribal priorities so they can be 
incorporated in projects at onset of project 
development

• Tribe is a Government, not a stakeholder in 
the forest and management

Key Areas of Cooperation

Natural resource management 

Economic development and 
employment

Training and education 

Maintaining Ojibwe cultural life-
ways

Regulatory jurisdiction

“develop a shared decision-making model for commercial timber harvesting and other natural resource considerations on 
Forest Service Lands within LLIR” – Forest Service Chief Tidwell 

What are the Tribal Priorities?
• Desired Vegetative Conditions (DVC’s)

• Increase blocks of ecologically functioning old growth stands
• Protection of Scenic Corridors (Road Corridors, rivers, lakes, 

Old Growth Rec. sites) 
• Impacts to TES/TCP’s are impacts to tribes cultural Identity 
• Maintain and Protect Diverse Hardwoods stands 
• Protecting the cultural integrity of the LLBO 
• Aspen Initiative - reduce aspen promote other species 
• Restore conifers to ecological functioning systems 
• Implementation must correspond with approved action 

“Lands within the Forest serve to help sustain American Indians’ way of life, cultural integrity, social cohesion, and 
economic well-being. (D-TR-1)”
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Desired Vegetative Conditions (DVC’s)
• Broad Goals

• Establishing Range of Natural Variation
• Landscape Focus

• Reflect views of Tribal communities
• Utilize Best available science

• Ecological Focus
• N. Research Station 
• NPC classification

• Designed to be reflected in “Purpose 
and Need” sections of Forest Service 
and LLBO projects

“develop a shared decision-making model for commercial timber harvesting and other natural resource considerations on 
Forest Service Lands within LLIR” – Forest Service Chief Tidwell 

DVC’s – 3 Categories

• Protecting the cultural integrity of the LLBO 
• Impacts to TES/TCP’s are impacts to tribes cultural Identity 
• Increase blocks of ecologically functioning old growth stands 
• Maintain and Protect Diverse Hardwoods stands 
• Aspen Initiative - reduce aspen promote other species 
• Restore conifers to ecological functioning systems 
• Implementation must correspond with approved action 
• Protection of Scenic Corridors (Road Corridors, rivers, lakes, Old 

Growth Rec. sites) 
“Lands within the Forest serve to help sustain American Indians’ way of life, cultural integrity, social cohesion, and 

economic well-being. (D-TR-1)”
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Cultural DVC’s

• Protecting the cultural integrity of the LLBO
• Culture is personal and not quantifiable
• Loss of Features that generations share is a personal 

loss, while this naturally occurs when it happens 
through management it is viewed differently 

• Impacts to TES/TCP’s are impacts to Tribes 
cultural Identity 

• Habitat for TES is a focus of the Band
• Much of the stories and teaching tied to land

• When management is viewed by communities 
should be seen as a means to a goal rather than 
a goal in itself

“The Chippewa National forest facilitates the exercise of the right to hunt fish and gather as retained by the Ojibwe whose 
homelands were subject to treaty in 1855 (10 Stat. 1165) Ongoing opportunities for such use and constraints necessary for 

resource protection are reviewed and determined in consultation with Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe (D-TR-3).”

Increase blocks of ecologically functioning old 
growth stands

• Identify areas to begin work
• Starting point to build on
• Allows USFS and LLBO to 

track progress
• Ecological Maturity vs. 

Economic Maturity defined in 
Forest Plan

“The Chippewa National forest facilitates the exercise of the right to hunt fish and gather as retained by the Ojibwe whose 
homelands were subject to treaty in 1855 (10 Stat. 1165) Ongoing opportunities for such use and constraints necessary for 

resource protection are reviewed and determined in consultation with Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe (D-TR-3).”
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Restore ecologically functioning conifer 
systems 

• Pine TFPA outlines focus
• Early, often & aggressive 

thinning
• Moving away from 

monotypic stands to more 
diverse, productive stand

• Restore missing conifer 
component where 
necessary

• Extending rotation

“develop a shared decision-making model for commercial timber harvesting and other natural resource considerations on 
Forest Service Lands within LLIR” – Forest Service Chief Tidwell 

Maintain and Protect Diverse Hardwoods 
stands 

• Restore natural forest types
• Protect what is left
• Recognize the cultural tie to 

hardwood stands

“Lands within the Forest serve to help sustain American Indians’ way of life, cultural integrity, social cohesion, and 
economic well-being. (D-TR-1)”
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Aspen

• TFPA outlines changes to forest management
• Decrease abundance of Aspen acreage

• Hardwoods more diverse
• Later successional species

• Proactive measure for climate change 
resilience

• Return NPC to proper sites
• Pine conversion

“The Chippewa National forest facilitates the exercise of the right to hunt fish and gather as retained by the Ojibwe whose 
homelands were subject to treaty in 1855 (10 Stat. 1165) Ongoing opportunities for such use and constraints necessary for 

resource protection are reviewed and determined in consultation with Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe (D-TR-3).”

Protection of Scenic Corridors (Road 
Corridors, rivers, lakes, Old Growth Rec. sites) 
• Ensuring that corridors are 

managed as described
• Adding additional corridors with 

high tribal use

“develop a shared decision-making model for commercial timber harvesting and other natural resource considerations on 
Forest Service Lands within LLIR” – Forest Service Chief Tidwell 
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Implementation must correspond with 
approved action

• Historically have been consulted 
at Blue arrow

• Concerns 
• Mitigations proposed

• Results in mistrust
• Not good way to build 

relationships

“Lands within the Forest serve to help sustain American Indians’ way of life, cultural integrity, social cohesion, and 
economic well-being. (D-TR-1)”

Where do I fit in as an LIC?
• Forest Service Project Development Involvement
• You are the local expert of your community

• Highlight areas that are important to your community 
to be included/excluded in projects

• You are the voice of your community
• Projects can be designed to enhance forest, not just 

cut wood – Speak up

• Ongoing work at DRM on “LIC AREAS OF 
INTEREST”

• This work will be provided to outside agencies to 
facilitate project planning at local levels

“The Chippewa National forest facilitates the exercise of the right to hunt fish and gather as retained by the Ojibwe whose 
homelands were subject to treaty in 1855 (10 Stat. 1165) Ongoing opportunities for such use and constraints necessary for 

resource protection are reviewed and determined in consultation with Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe (D-TR-3).”
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How does Project Planning on the CNF work?

• Pick an area of the Forest to focus 
on

• Look at area and determine what 
work needs to be done:

• Road work
• Timber harvest
• Wildlife improvement projects

• Develop team to create actions
• DRM involved with these teams 

through new MOU
• LIC CAN ENGAGE HERE

“develop a shared decision-making model for commercial timber harvesting and other natural resource considerations on 
Forest Service Lands within LLIR” – Forest Service Chief Tidwell 

How does Project Planning on the CNF work?

• Develop list of actions associated 
with this “project area”

• Send list of action out to Tribe in 
“scoping”

• THIS IS WHERE LIC CAN BE INVOLVED
• Meeting with DRM or CNF?
• Submit written or verbal comments?

• After Tribal scoping period the 
proposed actions go to the general 
public 

• THIS IS WHERE LIC CAN BE INVOLVED

“Lands within the Forest serve to help sustain American Indians’ way of life, cultural integrity, social cohesion, and 
economic well-being. (D-TR-1)”
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How does Project Planning on the CNF work?

• Team reviews comments received 
and conducts environmental 
analysis (EA) to determine effects 
of actions and possible alternatives

• Draft EA document released to 
Tribe for review

• LIC CAN ENGAGE HERE
• Which alternative do you support?
• Are these effects something the 

community wants?

• Draft EA goes for public comment

“The Chippewa National forest facilitates the exercise of the right to hunt fish and gather as retained by the Ojibwe whose 
homelands were subject to treaty in 1855 (10 Stat. 1165) Ongoing opportunities for such use and constraints necessary for 

resource protection are reviewed and determined in consultation with Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe (D-TR-3).”

How does Project Planning on the CNF work?

• Team reviews comments received 
and prepares final decision

• Draft decision is shared with Tribe
• LIC can engage here

• Draft decision goes for public 
comment

• CNF requests letter of concurrence 
from Tribe

• Plan implemented

“develop a shared decision-making model for commercial timber harvesting and other natural resource considerations on 
Forest Service Lands within LLIR” – Forest Service Chief Tidwell 
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How should the LIC act?

• You are the local expert of your community
• Highlight areas that are important to your community to be 

included/excluded in projects

• You are the voice of your community
• Projects can be designed to enhance forest, not just cut wood – Speak up

• Written comments
• In-person meetings
• Objections
• Project ideas

What changes do we want to see?

• What do you want to see change with the Forest Service?
• “You change what you measure”

• How should the DRM track implementation of the MOU?
• What is success?
• How can we have cutting work in ways that benefit the Tribe?

“Lands within the Forest serve to help sustain American Indians’ way of life, cultural integrity, social cohesion, and 
economic well-being. (D-TR-1)”
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This isn’t just another forest, it is our 
Homeland
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USDA Forest Service 
Tribal Forest Protection Act (TFPA) 

Briefing Paper 

Issue: Tribal Forest Protection Act Forest Service (FS) policy Date: April 5, 2005

Background:  The Tribal Forest Protection Act (Public Law 108-278) was passed in July 2004 in response to 
devastating wildfires that crossed from Federal onto Tribal lands the prior summer.  The Act provides a tool 
for tribes to propose work and enter into contracts and agreements with the Forest Service (FS) or Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM) to reduce threats from on Federal lands adjacent to Indian trust land and Indian 
communities.  The FS and BLM coordinated on development of policy to implement the Act. 

Forest Service policy to implement the TPFA will be included with Stewardship Contracting guidance in Forest 
Service Handbook (FSH) 2409.19, Chapter 60 (currently an interim directive).  The draft policy was sent to 
Regional Foresters for a formal tribal consultation and comment period from April 25 to June 25, 2005.
Comments will be considered in finalizing the policy to be incorporated in the interim directive in the summer
of 2005.  Key points of the policy include: 

• Tribal proposals must focus on FS lands that 1) border or are adjacent to tribal lands; 2) pose a fire, disease,
or other threat to the Indian trust land or community or is in need of restoration; 3) not be subject to some
other conflicting agreement or contract; AND 4) involve a feature or circumstance unique to the proposing 
tribe (such as legal, cultural, archaeological, historical, or biological). 

• To qualify, the Indian land must:  1) border or be adjacent to FS administered lands;  2) be in trust or 
restricted status; 3) be forested or have grass, brush, or other vegetative cover; and 4) if burned over land, be 
capable of regenerating vegetative cover. 

• To initiate a project, a tribal government submits a request to the Forest Supervisor or District Ranger, and 
recommendations are forwarded to the Regional Forester.  Within 120 days of the submittal, the Regional
Forester may issue a public notice of either a) initiation of any necessary environmental review, b) potential 
for entering into an agreement or contract with the tribe, or c) notice of denial to the tribe. 

• A notice of denial may include specific factors in the denial, identify corrective courses of action, and 
propose consultation on how to protect the Indian trust land and tribal interests on the FS land. 

• The FS may utilize an array of appropriate instruments to enter into contracts and agreements with tribes to 
further the TFPA and will emphasize the use of stewardship contracting. 

• In considering entering into tribal agreements or contracts, the agencies may use a best value basis and give 
specific consideration to tribally-related factors, such as historical and cultural affiliation with the land, 
treaty rights, agency/tribal working relationships, landscape features, and others found in the Act.

• The FS is committed to implementation of the TPFA.  The agency has instructed line officers to inform
Tribal governments about the Act, the policy implementation schedule, and to continue using current 
authorities as appropriate to protect lands at risk from fire and other threats. 

Contact:  Marsha Butterfield, Office of Tribal Relations, 202-205-4095 
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 Desired Vegetation Conditions Implementation Guide 
A joint working document between the  

Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe Division of Resource Management and the Chippewa National Forest 
 

Background 

In April 2016, the Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe (Band) sent a letter to the Chief of the U.S.D.A. Forest 
Service (Forest Service) requesting a revision of the Chippewa National Forest’s 2004 Land and Resource 
Management Plan (Forest Plan). In response, the Chief of the Forest Service committed the agency to 
formal consultation with the Band and an amendment of the 2013 Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) between the Band and the Chippewa National Forest. Specifically, the Chief directed the Region 
9 Regional Forester and the Chippewa National Forest to: 

• Discuss and understand the Band’s desired vegetation management conditions on National 
Forest System lands within the Leech Lake Indian Reservation (Reservation) to achieve the 
appropriate balance of resources to sustain Ojibwe lifeways; 

• Use any Traditional Ecological Knowledge offered by the Band to achieve desired conditions 
described in the 2004 Chippewa National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan (Forest 
Plan). 

• Expand use of the Tribal Forest Protection Act to give voice to the Band’s desired land 
management objectives on Forest Service lands within the Leech Lake Indian Reservation; 

• Develop a shared decision-making model for commercial timber harvesting and other natural 
resource considerations on National Forest System lands within the Leech Lake Indian 
Reservation; and 

• Codify the agreed upon Tribal Forest Protection Act and shared decision-making model into the 
2013 Memorandum of Understanding by amendment. 

To achieve these objectives, the Band provided the Forest Service with eight Desired Vegetative 
Conditions (DVCs) - see attachment A: Management Practices to Achieve Desired Vegetative Conditions. 
The eight DVCs are grouped three categories: Ecological Emphasis, Cultural Identity, and Environmental 
Justice. This document describes these DVCs and details how the Forest Service and the Band will work 
together to achieve them. 

Principles  

The Forest Service and the Band understand that there are several principles that guide the efforts to 
implement and achieve the DVCs within the Reservation:  

• Both parties recognize that these DVCs and changes will take generations to accomplish. To 
address these long-term goals, the Forest Service and the Band will work in concert to move 
Chippewa National Forest lands within the Reservation toward the desired conditions.  

• The Forest Service will consider and use the full range of natural variation as described in its 
2004 Forest Plan and informed by current science.  This includes variation in age, structure, and 
composition at multiple forest scales (for example, at the scale of landscape ecosystem as well 
as stand or native plant community).  
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• The Forest Service will use best available ecologically focused science such as that developed in 
the Native Plant Communities of Minnesota: The Laurentian Mixed Forest Province (2003) 
guidebooks compiled by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, the Northern 
Research Station, and University of Minnesota. Certain situations may warrant deviation from 
range of natural variation (i.e. to enhance resilience or adaption to climate change).  The parties 
recognize that the Forest Plan Landscape Ecosystems are based on the Terrestrial Ecosystem 
Unit Inventory (TEUI) per Forest Service guidance and a crosswalk between the Native Plant 
Communities and TEUI classification systems will be completed in the future.  

• The Forest Service must consider the direction in the Forest Plan and the Forest Plan 
Environmental Impact Statement, as well as other federal laws, regulations, and policies.  

• The Forest Service as a multiple use agency will balance a variety of uses on the landscape; some 
of these actions will result in timber harvest, prescribed fire, and other active management.  

 
 
Implementation and Monitoring 

• The parties recognize that there is a need to continue formal and informal learning to improve 
understanding and coordination.  Therefore on-going joint training of Leech Lake and Forest 
Service staff and leadership will be carried out on:  

o The unique legal history of the foundational relationship between the Band and the 
Chippewa National Forest, 

o How the multi-use mission of the Forest Service shapes perspectives of forest 
management, and 

o How culture and historical trauma shape the Band’s perspective of Forest Service 
management activities. 
 

• The Band and the Forest Service will develop mutually agreeable protocols for monitoring of 
DVC progress within 6 months of the signing of this document. This will include:   

o Data updates provided to ID teams at the beginning of projects, 

o Tracking of staff training and early and on-going coordination efforts between the Forest 
Service and the Band, 
 

o Reports that outline how the DVCs were taken into consideration in each vegetation 
management decision, 

 
o A database or GIS layer that outlines: 

 Tribal concerns associated with stands 
 Outcomes 

 
o Annual meetings to review data and project summaries and outcomes.  
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Desired Vegetative Conditions and Cultural Perspective Overview 

As a multiple use agency, the Forest Service balances extractive and non-extractive uses while providing 
goods and services to the American people.  This approach leads to a difference in perspectives with the 
Forest Service viewing the landscape as resources to be managed and the Leech Lake Band viewing the 
landscape as an assemblage of cultural resources on its homeland that must be protected.  Along with 
these foundational philosophical differences, there is also history of manipulation and land theft that 
shapes how many Tribal members view the state and federal governments.  These differences have led 
to varying expectations in project planning and evaluating “need” for federal actions on the Chippewa 
National Forest.   

These DVCs were designed to be considered and incorporated at the very beginning of the development 
of the purpose and need statements for Forest Service projects.  This ensures that the Forest Service 
considers the Band’s management objectives at the inception of projects. Evaluating projects through 
the lens of the DVCs and having Tribal involvement throughout the life of Forest Service projects 
facilitates alignment of the parties’ perspectives and expectations.  

The difference between Western and Indigenous perspectives is deeply rooted in history and differing 
perceptions of how each culture views itself in its relationship with nature.  Westerners generally 
viewed themselves as being apart from and above nature.   This philosophy created a culture focused on 
resource management and extraction.  In contrast, the creation stories of Indigenous Peoples tie 
humanity and nature together as participants in the struggle to survive.  Rather than managing for 
purely human interests, humanity is considered to be the youngest brother of nature, with decisions 
based on helping fellow relatives in the forest.  

Another phenomenon that shapes the perspective of Indigenous Peoples is historical trauma. Historical 
trauma refers to the cumulative emotional and psychological wounding of an individual or generation 
caused by traumatic experiences or events.  Indigenous Peoples in the Americas have endured over 500 
years of traumatic history in dealings, initially with international powers, and then later with the federal 
and state governments. This history was punctuated by a litany of inequities including, but not limited to 
broken treaties, stolen land, forced relocation, destruction of cultural practices and racism.   

Like all Native Nations, this history affected the Band. However, impacts to the Band were especially 
severe due to the valuable timber resource that existed on the Leech Lake Indian Reservation. The 
historical desire to exploit the timber resources found within the boundaries of the Leech Lake Indian 
Reservation accelerated the dramatic loss of land experienced by the Band.  

This history weighs heavily on minds of the citizens of the Leech Lake Nation, shaping the Tribal 
perspective of the Forest Service and its ongoing planning and management activities.  There is the 
memory of the Chippewa National Forest’s creation as a Forest Reserve, becoming what many call a 
“working forest”, and the active management activities that do little to nothing to benefit the Tribe for 
which it was named and created.  These negative stories have been told to generations of children and 
shape how Band citizens view federal agencies dealing with the Band and its homeland.  There is little 
trust and often the citizens of the Band would rather the Band not work collectively with federal 
agencies in order to avoid the appearance of endorsing the history that has occurred here.   
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Understanding this Tribal perspective and the story of historical trauma that shapes it is crucial to 
balance uses and upholding the trust responsibility mandated to the Forest Service. Listening to and 
understanding the history helps the Forest Service hear and understand the Band’s voice regarding their 
desired conditions for their own homeland. The lands within the Chippewa National Forest serve to 
sustain Anishanabe culture and should be reflective of who they are as a people.  The DVCs are written 
in a way that shaping projects and needs around them will provide a landscape condition that reflects 
the Band’s culture.  
 
 
Cultural Identity Desired Vegetative Conditions 

The DVCs within this section are tied to Ojibwe culture and how forest management affects cultural 
identity. It is the policy of the Forest Service to strengthen support for protecting and preserving Indian 
culture and heritage. The Forest Service and the Band recognize that lands within the Forest serve to 
help sustain American Indians’ way of life, cultural integrity, social cohesion, and economic well-being.  
Culture by its nature is difficult to quantify when planning for projects.  Often, the Forest Service plans 
and implements cultural protection in the “historical preservation” sense.  This is important, however, 
these protections do not necessarily recognize that Indian people are still here today in a world where 
tribal culture remains very much alive and continues to evolve.  Therefore, the DVCs were crafted to 
protect not only Tribal history, but present and future generations as well. 

Impacts to Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Species and Traditional Cultural Properties are 
Impacts to the Tribe’s Cultural Identity (LL-DVC-3).  

This DVC brings attention to the importance of plant and animal species and traditional cultural 
properties to the Band and Ojibwe culture. Tribal members regard all species of plants and animals as 
important and in need of protection to enhance their populations and habitats. Management activities 
and other threats have reduced threatened, endangered, and sensitive species populations. In addition, 
opportunities to utilize traditional cultural properties within the Leech Lake Reservation have been 
reduced as habitats and landscapes have been altered. These losses contribute to the loss of Ojibwe 
cultural identity.  

Forest Service Manual 2360 provides direction to agency officials responsible for compliance with 
cultural resource laws and regulations including the National Historic Preservation Act, the 
Archaeological Resource Protection Act, National Environmental Policy Act, and the Native American 
Grave Protection and Repatriation Act. Other laws and statutes protecting cultural use of the Chippewa 
National Forest by Leech Lake citizens include, but are not limited to, Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe 
Ordinance No. 73-2, the 1908 Minnesota Forest Act (PL 60-137, 35 Stat. 268), the American Indian 
Religious Freedom Act (1978), and the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (1993). 

Forest Service and the Band agree that in order to mitigate impacts to important species and traditional 
cultural properties, these resources will need special attention if they are to persist. Both parties also 
agree that there is a continuing need to use best available scientific methods for the survey and 
monitoring of threatened, endangered, and sensitive species and traditional cultural properties.  
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The Forest Service is committed to protecting the Band’s cultural identity through its work. The Forest 
Service and the Band will accomplish this objective through the joint Coordination, Consultation and 
Shared Decision Making process as described in the 2019 MOU. The Forest Service will carefully consider 
the potential impacts of management actions on the desired vegetative conditions described in this 
document. By meeting these conditions, the parties anticipates that management actions on Forest 
Service System lands will recognize and enhance protection the Band’s cultural identity.  

Protecting the Cultural Integrity of the Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe (LL-DVC-5) 

This DVC acknowledges that much of the Band’s cultural integrity is tied to relationships to natural 
processes and resources that occur locally.  This fact is inextricably tied to the unique qualities and 
richness of this area.  This DVC can be largely achieved through adherence to the ecological DVCs, but 
may require greater consideration in specific instances. Cultural integrity is very personal and not 
quantifiable to Forest Service standards. Shared practices individually and collectively define the cultural 
integrity of the Band. Losing the natural features and resource utilization opportunities that generations 
have shared is a cultural loss. While some losses may occur naturally, (i.e. through fire) some members 
of the Band perceive the changes differently when they are due to management actions (i.e. through 
timber harvesting).  

The Forest Service recognizes that this DVC is aligned with the Forest Plan, which contains specific 
direction in regard to meeting Tribal trust obligations, facilitating the exercise of treaty rights, and 
incorporating Tribal cultural resources, values, needs, interests, and expectations in forest management 
activities (Forest Plan D-TR-1, D-TR-3, O-TR-1, O-TR-3, O-TR-4, O-TR-5, S-TR-1, S-TR-3, S-TR-4, S-TR-5, S-
TR-7, G-TR-2, and G-TR-3. 
 
 
Environmental Justice Desired Vegetative Conditions 

Two DVCs fall within the category of Environmental Justice. The Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions 
to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-income Populations (1994) defines 
environmental justice as the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, 
color, national origin or income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of 
environmental laws, regulations, and polices.  
 
The Executive Order requires each federal agency to achieve environmental justice as part of its mission 
by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or 
environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income 
populations. It also makes clear that its provisions apply fully to Native American populations.  

A key part of any environmental justice analysis is the disproportionality of potential or actual impacts 
associated with agency action. This potential is high on the Chippewa National Forest, which includes 
approximately 90 percent of the Leech Lake Indian Reservation. The Band retains usufructuary rights to 
hunt, fish, and gather on public lands within the Reservation. These rights are retained property rights, 
held by approximately 10,000 Band citizens. The Forest Service fulfills its trust responsibility to protect 
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these rights on behalf of the Band through formal government-to-government consultation, and by 
acknowledging these retained rights in management decisions on the Reservation. 

Many of the Band’s citizens hunt, fish, and gather for subsistence and for commercial return. 
Management activities that impact the ability of individual members to do so could seriously and 
disproportionately harm those individuals relative to those in nearby non-tribal communities. This 
impact is amplified by the fact that Tribal ownership of lands on the Leech Lake Indian Reservation is 
currently only 5 percent of the original land base reserved for the Band as its homeland in the 19th 
century.  

Environmental justice warrants a category for DVCs.  For various reasons, many Tribal members are 
limited in their ability to leave their Reservation to exercise their rights elsewhere. For this reason, it is 
important that Forest Service managers be aware that decisions made on the Forest and Reservation 
may have a long-term impact on Leech Lake Band families, their livelihoods, and their culture. This 
differs from effects to members of the general public. Band members are tied to the resources, culture, 
government, and economy of their Reservation and homeland in a manner members of the public are 
not.  

Protection of Scenic Corridors (LL-DVC-2 

This DVC emphasizes the importance of managing for the appropriate scenic integrity objectives within 
the Reservation. The Forest Plan defines scenic integrity as the state of naturalness, or conversely, the 
state of disturbance created by human activities or alterations. Scenic integrity objectives guide the 
amount, degree, intensity, and distribution of management activities needed to achieve desired scenic 
conditions. Forest Plan guidance for scenic integrity objectives include: D-SC-1, D-SC-2, D-SC-3, O-SC-1, 
S-SC-1, G-SC-1, G-SC-2, G-SC-3, G-SC-4, G-SC-5, G-SC-6, G-SC-7, G-SC-8, G-SC-9, and G-SC-10.  

The Forest Service commits to increasing understanding of, and adherence to, scenic integrity objectives 
during the NEPA analysis and implementation processes for vegetation management projects. Moving 
forward, these objectives will be discussed for every vegetation management project on the Forest, and 
it will be the responsibility of the line officers to ensure that scenic integrity objectives are met in each 
decision. The Forest Service agrees to train employees on obligations relating to the scenic integrity 
objectives listed in the Forest Plan and monitor scenic integrity objectives to assess the success of 
implementation.  

Additionally, the Band requested the Forest Service change the scenic integrity objective of the Cuba Hill 
Road (Forest Road 2133) from Low to Moderate. The Forest Service committed to managing the Cuba 
Hill Road area as Moderate and will consider adjusting management to enhance other additional Tribal 
high interest areas and cultural corridors on a case-by-case basis.  The Forest Plan does not require an 
amendment or modification if on the ground management is changed to a higher scenic integrity 
objective than originally indicated.  
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Figure 1: Scenic corridors identified in the Chippewa National Forest, Forest Plan with proposed addition of Cuba Hill Road  

Project Implementation must Correspond with Approved Action (LL-DVC-8).  

This DVC recognizes that vegetation management activities should be implemented as identified in the 
NEPA decision.  The Forest Service and the Band will work to insure project implementation complies 
with the written decision. The Forest Service will communicate with the Band when site conditions 
change that may affect the project parameters, and will prepare a Supplemental Information Report or 
amended decision as appropriate. In addition, the Forest Service and the Leech Lake Band will continue 
to improve communication through the use the Coordination, Consultation, and Shared Decision Making 
process identified in the MOU.   
 
 
Ecological Emphasis Desired Vegetative Conditions 

Four of the eight DVCs focus on ecological management of the Forest and emphasize the use of best 
available science. The Forest Service and the Band developed these four DVCs to contribute to a 
spectrum of forest conditions that reflect the range of natural variation.  
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To address a full range of stand conditions that incorporate representative historic disturbance regimes, 
it will be necessary to allow a broad distribution of ecological stand age and characteristics including old 
growth. The Forest Plan EIS Appendix G shows the range of natural variation for cover types and age 
classes (respectively) within landscape ecosystems. MN DNR and the Forest Service Northern Research 
Station have compiled additional studies on range of natural variation since the Forest Plan was 
prepared.  

In some landscape ecosystems, there are differences between current condition and range of natural 
variation and it will take decades to move the landscape towards this condition. In addition, the Forest 
Plan has identified vegetation management objectives based on landscape ecosystem and age class 
objectives with consideration of multiple other factors, not specifically range of natural variation. In 
some cases, but not in all, the Forest will work towards range of natural variation and will communicate 
with the Band in those cases where moving towards natural variation is not the best alternative for the 
landscape.   Overall, the DVCs could move the forest towards range of natural variation, while meeting 
management direction identified in the Forest Plan.  

Increase Blocks of Ecologically Functioning Old Growth Stands (LL-DVC-1)  

The Forest Service and the Band recognize that old growth characteristics on the landscape contribute 
to ecosystem sustainability and biological diversity. The Forest Plan includes specific direction on 
increasing old forest and old-growth forest age classes (for example, see Forest Plan D-VG-1, D-VG-2, D-
VG-3, D-VG-7, O-VG-14, O-VG-15, O-VG-16 and O-VG-17).   

The Forest Service and the Band have agreed upon 31 opportunity areas to focus on expanding large 
upland mature patches into blocks of ecologically functioning stands with old growth characteristics. The 
identification of these opportunity areas were based primarily on upland mature patches greater than 
500 acres, Management Area (lower preference given to General Forest Management Area) and patches 
within or intersecting Tribal High Interest Areas. Three of these areas do not meet all of these criteria, 
but are of interest to the Band for cultural reasons. Figure 1 illustrates the location of the identified 
opportunity areas, and Table 1 provides some baseline data on each area.  

These sites represent priority areas for management of old growth characteristics and are locations 
where the Forest Service will begin creating and furthering old-growth characteristics and connectivity. 
The Forest Service commits to including information on these opportunity areas as part of the standard 
data package given to interdisciplinary teams during the initial development of purpose and need 
statements and selection of potential treatment actions. These areas are priorities for maintenance or 
expansion of older age class conditions. The identification of these opportunity areas does not preclude 
considering the development of old growth characteristics elsewhere on the Chippewa National Forest.  

Consistent with the Forest Plan, active management, including thinning, will occur in stands within these 
opportunity areas. Management will emphasize treatments that maintain stand age; concentrate 
growth on fewer trees; maintain multi-age cohorts; mimic natural gap dynamics; species, size class, and 
diameter distributions representative of the range of natural variation; and development of old growth 
characteristics such as large snags and coarse woody debris.  
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Figure 2: Opportunity Areas for increasing blocks of ecologically functioning old growth 
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Table 1: Areas of mature forest at least 500 acres in size, inside Reservation and intersecting Tribal High Interest Areas 

  Percent In: 

IDa Acres 
Within 

Reservation 
Bound 

Tribal  
High 

Interestc 

Northern 
Hardwoods Conifer Aspen Birch 

Old 
Growth 

MIHd 

Old Growth 
Multi-aged 

MIHd 
1 816 100 100 74 4 19 3 12 0 
2 1,339 100 100 34 47 17 3 45 0 
3 666 100 100 22 21 51 6 35 0 
4 5,992 100 95 84 2 5 9 37 4 
5 1,271 100 100 51 7 36 6 33 0 
6 1,871 100 78 11 72 3 14 24 0 
7 1,543 100 100 40 40 14 5 20 0 
8 661 100 93 9 55 18 17 36 1 
9 1,241 100 93 22 69 2 6 8 5 

10 1,085 100 100 7 87 3 3 6 0 
11 3,040 100 100 34 43 9 14 33 1 
12 816 100 98 32 56 1 10 42 5 
13 916 100 84 12 57 27 2 2 0 
14 956 100 100 31 52 12 4 12 0 
15 653 100 100 20 52 0 27 50 22 
16 545 100 100 76 5 6 12 42 25 
17 5,631 100 100 74 6 11 8 19 4 
18 787 100 100 90 0 9 0 14 8 
19 2,353 100 22 4 83 7 7 39 5 
20 5,686 100 29 4 87 2 7 34 4 
21 2,248 100 5 1 96 3 0 14 0 
22 839 100 8 25 34 7 33 24 0 
23 1,183 100 100 77 7 14 3 16 0 
24 506 100 99 0 92 8 0 0 0 
25 685 100 100 29 3 52 16 26 0 
26 569 100 100 19 11 70 0 42 0 
27 503 100 100 35 24 42 0 2 0 
28 677 100 99 11 63 19 6 39 0 
29b 473 100 36 15 62 12 11 15 0 
30 b 384 100 0 5 83 5 6 17 0 
31 b 485 100 100 68 10 21 1 42 0 

 46,420                   
a ID is a unique identifier and has no priority associated. 
b Areas added at working meeting (7/27/2017) 
c Tribal High Interest Areas - from Chippewa National Forest Land Resource Management Plan (Figure TR-1 on 
page 2 - 37). 
d Management indicator habitats (MIH) are based on groupings of forest types in different age groupings.  The 
age groupings are surrogates for ecological successional or vegetative growth stages.  Because of the ecology 
of the different forest types, age grouping depends on forest type and was selected to best typify vegetative 
growth stages. From Chippewa National Forest Land Resource Management Plan (Appendix C-2).  
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Maintain and Protect Diverse Hardwood Stands (LL-DVC-4) 

The Forest Service and the Band recognize that hardwood forests are an important component of the 
Chippewa National Forest’s ecosystems and the Band’s cultural uses. The Forest Plan includes direction 
on managing for complexity and diversity in hardwood stands and objectives to increase cover of 
northern hardwoods (See for example O-VG-2, O-VG-4, O-VG-9, O-VG-10, O-VG-20, D-VG-6, and D-VG-
7).  

To provide focus for implementation of this DVC, the Band and the Forest Service identified opportunity 
areas that could support stands of high quality northern hardwood stands. These areas total 
approximately 34,000 acres (see Figure 2).  The Forest Service and the Band selected these opportunity 
areas by considering the intersection of Landscape Ecosystems (Boreal Hardwood/Conifer, Mesic 
Northern Hardwood), Management Areas (primarily General Forest Long Rotation), concentration of 
existing hardwood stands, and consideration of tribal member access for gathering. The Forest Service 
and the Band recognize that the potential for hardwoods extend beyond the areas defined in this map 
and further work at the project level will be necessary to identify important hardwood stands. 

The Forest Service and the Band recognize meeting this condition will require evaluating stands 
proposed for treatment with an overarching goal of maintaining or creating diverse hardwood stands in 
alignment with the appropriate native plant community. Harvest and active management are tools to 
move some stands towards the natural range of variation on the landscape and appropriate 
characteristics such as age distribution, multi-story canopy, standing snags, and coarse woody debris.  
Other diverse and healthy stands may not require any action in the near future.   

Forest Service leadership will provide guidance to NEPA teams to consider management actions that will 
promote range of natural variation within these ecological communities. The map shown in Figure 2 will 
become part of the standard data package given to interdisciplinary teams to use during the initial 
development of purpose and need statements and selection of potential treatment actions. Maintaining 
an older age class condition will be a priority in portions of these areas. These locations will potentially 
form the core from which future expansion of northern hardwood stands and old growth emphasis 
areas will occur.  
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Figure 3: Northern Hardwood Emphasis Areas 
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Aspen Initiative-Reduce Aspen and Promote other Species (LL-DVC-6) 

This DVC focuses on reducing aspen cover on the National Forest System lands within the Leech Lake 
Indian Reservation. This DVC is aligned with Forest Plan objectives to reduce aspen monoculture and 
increase diversity (O-VG-2, O-VG-7) in every Landscape Ecosystem, with some Landscape Ecosystems 
planning for considerable reductions over the 100-year planning horizon. Although the amount of aspen 
on the landscape has declined since 2003, it still exceeds the objectives for all Landscape Ecosystems 
(Chippewa National Forest Monitoring and Evaluation Report, 2016). Therefore, both the Forest Service 
and the Band desire additional decreases in aspen.  

According to Forest Service databases (2018), there are approximately 70,200 acres of aspen on 
National Forest System lands within the exterior boundaries of the Reservation. Age class distribution 
within Fire Dependent and Mesic Hardwood native plant community types1 are presented in Table 2 and 
Figure 3, respectively.  Though these data summaries inform the consultation process, Forest Service 
and the Band agree that field evaluation of individual stands will be necessary and may reveal different 
age class distributions and native plant communities. 

Table 2: Approximate Aspen Stand Age Distribution and Native Plant Community 

Age Class Fire Dep % FD MH % MH Other % Other Total % Total 
0-40 14,059 20% 16,184 23% 4,373 6% 34,616 49% 

41-65 9,071 13% 10,347 15% 2,782 4% 22,200 32% 
66+ 5,821 8% 5,372 8% 2,219 3% 13,413 19% 

Total 28,951 41% 31,904 45% 9,375 13% 70,229 100% 
Note: FD – Fire Dependent; MH – Mesic Hardwood 

 

The Forest Service and the Band agree to consider several approaches to reduce aspen where it is a 
priority for stands within the Reservation on National Forest lands.  Native plant community, stand age 
class, and species diversity will be evaluated to determine appropriate approach.  

Upland aspen stands fall into two ecological systems using the Minnesota Ecological Classification 
System: Mesic Hardwood and Fire Dependent. Management approaches for aspen reduction may vary 
dependent on which of these two systems the stand occurs.  

Mesic Hardwood systems historically had very low probabilities of catastrophic disturbance, with 
rotations of stand replacing fire from 400-1000 years and windthrow from 800-1000 years depending on 
native plant community, thus a strategy of letting selected stands mature and succeed naturally may be 
the simplest option. Active management for these systems may include: 

• Thinning to favor hardwood species.  
                                                             
1 Native plant communities are not mapped across the Chippewa National Forest.  Rather, this information is extrapolated by 
the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources based on other available data. While use of this information is appropriate for 
large scale planning purposes, field evaluation of individual stands may reveal a different classification. Actual field stand 
management will reflect this site-specific information. 
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• Planting of ecologically suitable later successional hardwood species if native seed banks are 
depleted.  

Fire Dependent systems are adapted to frequent low intensity fires (ranging in rotation from a few years 
to a few decades) and less frequent catastrophic disturbances with rotations from 100 to several 
hundred years.  Management alternatives for consideration in aspen stands in these systems include: 

• Harvest of aspen with site preparation and planting of later successional species appropriate to 
the native plant community, especially conifers (see LL-DVC-7).  

• Retention of fire adapted species if present such as bur oak, northern red oak, white or red pine 
that are suited to surface fires and would allow for existing canopy following aspen harvest 
while still allowing for prescribed burns in the understory.  

• Planting of suitable fire adapted understory species (according to native plant community) to 
expand upon already existing natural regeneration.  

• Restoring ecologically functional jack pine stands on the poorest, driest sites. Jack pine forests 
have declined significantly in north central Minnesota due to habitat loss and conversion to 
other species.  

In Fire Dependent systems with older aspen, management approaches will likely differ from stands with 
younger aspen age classes. It will be important to consider that conversion to other species is difficult to 
achieve for younger aspen stands due to its clonal nature and lack of diversity on these sites. More 
information on the background and management approaches are found in the Band’s Aspen Tribal 
Forest Protection Act proposal approved by the Forest Service in 2018. This document provides details 
on how aspen management approaches could be tailored to the stand’s native plant community and 
stand age.  The Band proposed consideration of different management approaches according to three 
age categories: 0-40 years old, 41-65 years old, and 65+ years old. For more information, see the Aspen 
Tribal Forest Protection Act proposal document.  

The Forest Service will need to continue to balance meeting Forest Plan age class objectives such as 0-9 
age class with objectives to reduce aspen. This may result in higher percentages of older age classes 
within the Reservation and lower percentage of older age classes outside the Reservation.  

For each vegetation management project, data related to aspen age class and Landscape Ecosystems 
will be shared with interdisciplinary teams as part of the standard data package given for use during the 
initial development of purpose and need statements and potential actions. Figure 3 illustrates aspen 
stands within Mesic Hardwood and Fire Adapted types that will be considered for management 
strategies designed to achieve reduced aspen cover.  

Restore Conifers to Ecological Functioning Systems (LL-DVC-7)  

This DVC focuses on enhancing species and structural diversity within existing conifer stands, as well as 
restoring and increasing conifer species within suitable native plant communities. Management to 
benefit and increase conifers is consistent with forest-wide Forest Plan goals and objectives, specifically 
the desired conditions for vegetation management items (see Forest Plan D-VG-1, D-VG-2, D-VG-3, D-
VG-6, O-VG-2, O-VG-7, O-VG-17). In addition, several Landscape Ecosystems have objectives to increase 
conifer forest types.  
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Historically, most of the forested ecosystems on the Chippewa National Forest had at least some conifer 
components. According to native plant community and range of natural variation information, it appears 
conifers are a smaller component on the landscape today than they were historically. Additionally, in the 
case of plantations, conifers are often too dense and require thinning at earlier ages in order to set a 
trajectory toward filling species diversity and multi-age structural goals.   

Enhanced species and structural diversity in conifer stands on Forest Service lands is a mutual objective 
for both the Forest Service and the Band. Specifically, the submitted Tribal Forest Protection Act 
proposals in 2014 and 2016 that focused on thinning and restoration activities within conifer 
plantations.  

These approved proposals set the stage for Forest Service and the Band to collaborate on ecological 
restoration of conifer forests and woodlands within all age classes. In younger plantations, Forest 
Service and the Band agree to consider earlier thinning to encourage conifers to retain a higher live 
crown ratio and enhance the growth and structure of more diverse plant communities and allow for 
later successional phases.  The Forest Service will continue to consider these concepts in future 
management actions and incorporate where appropriate. 
 
 
Conclusion 

Forest Service and Leech Lake will continue to discuss achieving the goals addressed during this 
consultation within the framework of the 2004 Forest Plan. It is anticipated these Desired Vegetation 
Conditions will be codified in some manner into the next Forest Plan. Changes in management to 
achieve the Band’s DVCs will require on-going collaboration. Forest Service and Leech Lake recognize 
that the actions proposed above are a starting point and that it will take time to achieve significant 
results. Further, both the Forest Service and the Band acknowledge that these actions do not preclude 
completing work in a manner that respects retained treaty rights and other Tribal interest elsewhere.  
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Attachment A: Management Practices to Achieve Desired Vegetative Conditions 
 

 
 
 

Management Practices to achieve  
Desired Vegetative Conditions 

 
The Basic Management Priorities are there for forest staff to give guidance to 
longer term conditions that need to be returned to lands within the LLR. These 
priorities should be cemented in every Purpose and Need section of Project EA’s 
across the forest. 

 

Basic Management Priorities (Desired Vegetation Conditions) 

 Increase blocks of ecologically functioning old growth stands 
 Protection of Scenic Corridors (Road Corridors, rivers, lakes, Old Growth Rec. 

sites) 
 Impacts to TES/TCP’s are impacts to tribes cultural Identity 
 Maintain and Protect Diverse Hardwoods stands   
 Protecting the cultural integrity of the LLBO 
 Aspen Initiative - reduce aspen promote other species 
 Restore conifers to ecological functioning systems 
 Implementation must correspond with approved action 
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The information outlined on the following pages provides more detail on these 
concepts. 

Stand Level Implementation Standards 

Harvest practices on the Chippewa National Forest in the past have been focused on the 
production of commercial forest products with little emphasis on other needs and objectives.  
This has resulted in declines in many of the resources that were reserved by the Leech Lake 
Band under Federal treaty.  It has also resulted in declines in some wildlife species that are 
important to the Band and overall biodiversity of the forest, putting us in a poor position to 
address climate change.  The purpose of these mitigation measures is to return to a more 
ecologically healthy condition by diversifying our forests back to more natural conditions.   
 

A. Forest Stands (All Types): 
 
The extent of each of these measures will, on a project by project basis, be quantified, outlined 
and followed in the project planning, sale implementation, and during any post-harvest 
activities.    
 

i. Retain all non-target species of trees to the maximum extent possible.  
ii. Promote and enforce progressive logging to protect non harvest trees and to retain 

snags, forest structure, and overall diversity.  In general no more than 50% of a stand 
will have traffic or skidding over it.    The Minnesota Forest Management Guidelines 
(page 18) outlines skid trail practices that will help to attain this standards.   

iii. In stands were “wolfie” trees are found, to the maximum extent possible these trees will 
be retained to provide future snags and coarse wood material.  Promote the retention 
of coarse woody material (>4 inches) up off the ground to the maximum extent possible 
due to its wildlife habitat value.  Material should be elevated off the ground one foot or 
more.  In order to help facilitate this measure we encourage the piling of tops in 
scattered piles that are also up off the ground.  In stands where coarse woody material 
is lacking, it may be generated from within or adjacent stands to promote these 
features.  In some cases it may also be necessary to drop trees or bring materials from 
other sources.  

iv. In areas where there is a likelihood of human caused fires (along major roads, near 
communities, etc.) a buffer that contains less woody material may be established to 
reduce fire risk.   
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v. In stands identified in planning or survey as having berry shrubs, it will be necessary to 
mark and avoid them. In stands where cultural and medicinal plant gathering activities 
have been identified, avoidance will be needed unless measures have been mitigated 
that will enhance these species.   

vi. The amount of clear-cuts and coppice cuts will be reduced in favor of other harvest 
methods to promote forest diversity and TCPs.   

vii. If targeted species cannot be harvested without damaging reserved trees that are 
quantified in the prescription, the target species will not be harvested.  

viii. All harvest and ground disturbing operations will be minimized during the April 1 to July 
15 to reduce songbird and other cavity nesting wildlife losses.  The exception can be 
younger conifer plantations that have minimal wildlife usage.   

 
B. Conifer Specific: 

 
With the exceptions of jack pine and black spruce that are created as the result of stand 
replacement fires, naturally occurring conifer stands would not be simple communities  All too 
often, diversity is lost when plantation management is utilized.  To restore a suitable level of 
diversity, changes must be implemented.  The following management practices will greatly aid 
in achieving the desired vegetative conditions in conifer stands.   
 
The extent of each of these measures will, on a project by project basis, be quantified, outlined 
and followed in the project planning, sale implementation, and during any post-harvest 
activities.    
 

i. In areas where conifer regeneration in undertaken, the first emphasis will be on utilizing 
natural regeneration whenever possible.   

ii. In conifer plantings, hardwood species need to be counted towards meeting 
regeneration standards and stand diversity standards.   

iii. Promote extended rotations in long-lived conifer species, thinning at multiple entries 
that allow for increased diversity over time, extending rotation ages to >=200yrs.  

iv. During conifer harvest and thinning operations, retain hardwoods and non-target 
conifer species for diversity and future wildlife habitat in the stand. 

v. Once planted, conifer seedlings will require thinning in the sapling stage to ensure they 
do not become over-dense and to allow for stand diversity.  This will be especially true 
for white spruce. 
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vi. Release brushing operations may require release of conifer AND select hardwood 
species.  In many cases, release may only be necessary immediately around desired 
saplings.   
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Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe 
Faron Jackson, Chairman 

Arthur LaRose, Secretary-Treasurer 
 

Robbie Howe, District I Representative 
Steve White, District II Representative 

LeRoy Staples- Fairbanks III, District III Representative 
                                                                                                                                                                                       
      
DATE: 3 February 2020 
 
TO: Darla Lenz, Forest Supervisor 
       Chippewa National Forest  
 
SUBJECT: Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe, Tribal Forest Protection Act Proposal regarding Fire 
Dependent Stands and Climate Change 
 
On July 22, 2004, the Tribal Forest Protection Act (TFPA) was entered into Federal Law “to authorize 
the Secretary of Agriculture and the Secretary of the Interior to enter into an agreement or contract with 
Indian Tribes meeting certain criteria to carry out projects to protect Indian forest land.” 
 
Ten years later, through numerous meetings between the Leech Lake Reservation and the Chippewa 
National Forest, a TFPA project was accepted by the United States Forest Service to guide the desired 
management of the land base shared by the Leech Lake Reservation and the Chippewa National 
Forest for three conifer stands within the exterior boundaries of the Leech Lake Reservation. 
 
To date, there have now been four TFPA proposals by the Leech Lake Reservation that have been 
accepted by the United States Forest Service.  These projects have largely been met well by both the 
Leech Lake Reservation and the Chippewa National Forest.  The Leech Lake Reservation regards the 
actions on these TFPA projects as proactive measures taken by Chippewa National Forest to work 
towards the restoration of portions of the National Forest that are frequently utilized by Tribal members, 
not to mention the creation of a more diverse forest better poised to withstand the unknowns of 
oncoming large-scale perturbations including climate change and emerald ash border.  
 
The Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe and Chippewa National Forest have been working the past few years 
to begin reducing the tree density of 20-40 year old pine and spruce plantations down to a density that 
allows for a more natural growth form of these conifers, and stands that support an array of cultural 
values important to the tribe. New applied research aimed at bolstering long-term climatic resilience of 
red pine dominated forests, while reducing sensitivity to monthly and seasonal climate support reduced 
stand density. In fact, research supports that red- and jack-pine dominated forest stands in north-
central Minnesota managed toward historical condition, that being of much lower stand densities, is 
likely to provide for the greatest long-term resilience and adaptive capacity (Bottero, et al 2017).  This 
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work was started with two other TFPA proposals, both aimed at restorative work in over-dense pine and 
spruce plantations. 
 
As this ecological and cultural restoration work continues, it is becoming abundantly clear that a large 
portion of the land where these stands exist are categorized in the Ecological Classification System as 
Fire Dependent Native Plant Communities with historically frequent fire return intervals.  
 
The frequency of fires varies mainly dependent on the forest type and where it is located on the 
landscape.  Stand replacement fires in common pine forest types varied from 110 to 220 years while 
ground fires occurred every 30 to 75 years (MN DNR 2003).  More recent scientific literature is now 
pointing out the actual fire return intervals may be more frequent than earlier thought, especially with 
regards to indigenous historic fire management.  Early fire history reconstructions in the region, 
including within the Cutfoot Experimental Forest, show mean fire intervals ranging as low as 8.3 to 15.2 
years (Guyette, et.al 2015).  Additionally, historical accounts show this landscape as one with frequent 
fire.  For example, in the Journal of Forestry’s Schantz-Hansen (1923) paper on current growth of 
Norway pine, the author’s write “There is very little underbrush present. The ground cover consists 
principally of blueberry, sweet fern, honeysuckle, and wintergreen.  As is typical of this region, the stand 
has been subjected to a number of fires so all the trees are more or less cat-faced. While these fires 
doubtless have had some effect on the rate of growth it must be remembered that it is common to all 
stands of like age in this region.”   
 
Fire is a natural component of these forests, historically occurred at a relatively high frequency and at 
mixed levels of severity, and the lack of fire in the present day has led to impacts on both forest health, 
tree regeneration, as well as access to live and practice Ojibwe Lifeways.  
 
As such, these fire-dependent forest systems require fire at the short fire return intervals that were 
customary under indigenous land management, to allow the fire-dependent plants and animals that 
constitute these communities to persist.  Many of these sites have not had any return of fire in 80-100 
years.  While some sites have received fire, the scope and scale of these burns is insufficient.  Current 
levels of fire restoration are failing to restore and maintain these fire dependent communities.  
 
Leech Lake has estimated the acreage of Chippewa National Forest Fire Dependent stands within the 
boundary of the Leech Lake Reservation at 120,782 acres.  Given the documented fire return intervals 
for this community type, we estimate that roughly 20,000 acres need to be burned annually.  However, 
this number may change as we further understand the management needs of forested systems that 
have experienced fire exclusion for nearly 100 years.  We realize this is a large number, but we affirm 
that a collaborative approach to prescribed burning these areas would make it possible to attain this 
goal safely and expeditiously.  
 
While the details of establishing the practice of putting this much prescribed fire on the ground together 
through collaborative burning needs further design, we envision jointly managed crews in which 
qualified practitioners from the tribe, the USFS and additional partners such as the Minnesota DNR, 
The Nature Conservancy and others work side by side in fire planning, prescribed fire operations, fire 
effects monitoring and adaptive management. Cooperative agreements for fire management will be 
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needed, and we are prepared to draw upon successful models of cross-jurisdictional, cross-cultural fire 
management from elsewhere across the United States.  Several of these collaborations have achieved 
not only dramatic increases in acres treated, but synergies in funding, career development and program 
resilience through times of political and institutional change. 
 
We are committed to the success of the MOU that was signed by the Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe and 
the US Forest Service on October 4, 2019.  We strongly believe that collaborative prescribed fire 
management is a promising, exciting and necessary step toward restoring and sustaining Fire 
Dependent Communities as part of that Memorandum.  In addition, a well-designed and well-managed 
collaborative fire program will boost the ability of the US Forest Service to meet its 2004 Forest Plan 
obligations to the Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe.  These include ensuring that resources tied to Fire 
Dependent Communities are adequately available in the amounts and locations where the Tribal 
members want them.  Further, this partnership approach will speed the National Forest’s ability to act in 
good faith upon the statutory, trust and treaty obligations that must be upheld.  
 
Many species of wildlife, including some that are utilized by Tribal members or that are listed as rare, 
threatened, or endangered by the Forest and/or the Band, would also benefit from this proposal.  One 
keystone species that should receive special mention is the snowshoe hare.  In some of the stands 
targeted in the proposal, restoring fire and allowing for some level of mortality in these fire dependent 
stands would work in concert with an already accepted TFPA proposal to improve secondary habitat for 
snowshoe hare to increase populations of this species by providing more horizontal cover.   
 
In this proposal, we recognize that all applicable environmental laws and policies will still be complied 
with.  In accordance with the TFPA law, we are requesting a response from the Chippewa National 
Forest with acceptance of the proposal or a denial within 120 days after receipt of this letter.  If the 
Chippewa National Forest doesn’t accept the proposal, we ask for consultation and a breakdown of 
factors resulting in the denial and realistic alternative courses of action to address the concern.  Upon 
your reply, we can discuss the opportunities for the Leech Lake Reservation to contract or enter into an 
agreement for projects that are needed to reestablish the fire regimes that will support Fire Dependent 
Communities for cultural and ecological values.  
 
We feel our proposal is well-founded and justifiable and anticipate agreement.  In an excerpt from a 
letter dated September 12, 2016 from USFS Chief Tidwell to Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe Chairperson, 
Chief Tidwell stated the following: 
 
“I am asking Regional Forester … to immediately initiate consultation with you and the Division of 
Resource Management staff with the following objectives: 
 

 To discuss and understand the Band’s desired vegetation management conditions on National 
Forest System lands within the Leech Lake Indian Reservation (LLIR) to achieve the 
appropriate balance of resources to sustain Ojibwe lifeways; 

 To use a Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) offered by the Band to achieve desired 
conditions described in the Plan; 
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 To expand use of the Tribal Forest Protection Act (TFPA) to give voice to the Band’s desired 
land management objectives on Forest Service lands within LLIR; 

 To develop a shared decision-making model for commercial timber harvesting and other natural 
resource considerations on Forest Service lands within LLIR; 

 
 
We appreciate your consideration of this request and we look forward to the opportunity to design a 
collaborative fire program together with you.  If you have any questions, please contact the Leech Lake 
Band of Ojibwe, Division of Resource Management at 218-335-7400.  
 
Thank you, 
 
 
 
_________________________________       _______________________________ 
Rich Robinson, Jr., Director                Date 
Division of Resource Management        
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Forest-wide Snowshoe Hare Habitat Management 

Historically, snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) populations demonstrated cyclic 
population lows and highs, but more recently the snowshoe hare population has 
remained low on the Leech Lake Reservation and surrounding areas. Reasons for this 
decline is unknown, although changes in forest structure and composition appear to be 
the most likely causes. Snowshoe hares are generally found in mature forests or 
regeneration areas that contain dense horizontal cover, which provide forage and 
protection from predators. These areas are lacking throughout the forest as extensive 
harvest practices have left monotypic stands with little structure or diversity.  

In 2014 DRM’s Fish and Wildlife Program began a study to investigate snowshoe hare 
habitat selection and abundance in response to forest structure and composition. We 
collared and tracked snowshoe hares, collected data on habitat characteristics, and 
conducted pellet plots and track surveys. Our results indicated snowshoe hare select 
areas of high visual cover disproportionally to what is available in their habitat. Visual 
cover from 100-150cm above the ground was positively correlated with snowshoe hare 
habitat use and higher pellet densities. This type of habitat is lacking across the 
landscape and has limited snowshoe hare populations to northern white cedar and 
lowland conifer stands. 

Results from this study enabled us to develop forest management recommendations to 
create and enhance snowshoe hare habitat across the Reservation. Stands were 
assessed in a GIS exercise to determine which northern white cedar stands could 
potentially support snowshoe hare populations. This was done by locating northern 
white cedar stands of 20 acres or greater in size. Twenty acres or greater was chosen 
because past research has indicated larger stands have the best potential of 
maintaining a snowshoe hare population. Although this size is smaller than what 
literature says is ideal it gives us a base to work off of and create snowshoe hare habitat 
around those areas thus increasing the original habitat patch size. We are initially 
targeting stands falling within 0.5 miles of large northern white cedar stands to begin 
snowshoe hare habitat work in. Habitat work will include timber harvest with modified 
techniques to create more snags, coarse woody material, and diversity within stands. 
However, some stands may not be harvested, but instead receive tree drops or conifer 
plantings to create structure and diversity within the stand. Below is a list of 
management techniques that may be implemented to enhance or create snowshoe hare 
habitat. This list should be thought of as a working plan that is evolving as new ideas 
and techniques emerge. 

• Increase the amount of snag or tipped conifer trees, especially balsam fir and 
spruce. To some degree this occurs naturally, and when it does these trees need 
to be retained as part of forest management activities. In locations where this 
structural element is lacking, but suitable conifers are available, cutting and 
dropping trees may be an option. 
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• Retain and increase the coverage of small conifers with low-hanging branches, 
especially balsam fir and jack pine. Natural stand replacing fires in jack pine and 
balsam, as well as, wind events in other forest types that would have promoted 
these conditions. Plantation management, as currently practiced, does not tend 
to create these conditions, but it is possible to create with modifications to 
management. 

• Retention of tree tops and larger slash off the ground during timber harvests 
would also be helpful. The practice of having logging operations flatten this 
structure across the landscape has greatly reduced habitat for many species of 
wildlife, especially snowshoe hare. Designated logging trails that avoid skidding 
over portions of the stand should also help with this effort. 

• During site preparation operations for conifer regeneration greater effort at 
avoiding snags and flattening and disking coarse woody material that is naturally 
found in stands is required. Avoiding strips where coarse woody material is 
retained during site prep will help to accomplish this goal in addition to retaining 
the diversity of tree species that should be found in our pine forests. 

• Reducing the amount and intensity of salvage harvest after wind events. 
Naturally this is how quality hare habitat was often created. 

The goal is to have these techniques implemented in all current and future harvest 
occurring throughout the Reservation. The Hare TFPA area is the first to receive these 
new and modified management techniques and will serve as an example as to how we 
wish to see snowshoe hare habitat created and enhanced across the landscape. 
Additionally, we are monitoring this area with trail cameras and pellet surveys before 
and after the management activities to ensure we are achieving the intended results.  

The results we aim to achieve across the landscape will increase the amount of 
structure and diversity found throughout our forest. This will not only benefit snowshoe 
hare, but a myriad of wildlife that depend on structure and diversity for their prey, 
reproduction, and survival.  
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Leech Lake Reservation List of TES and Management Concern Species
Revised 20200129
Criteria for listing
In order for a species to be listed it must meet one or more of the following criteria:
The species is known to exist on the reservation at the present time.
The species is known to have historically been present on the reservation.
The reservation is within the range of the species and suitable habitat is found on the reservation.

Listing categories
E--Endangered--A species is listed as endangered when it is likely to become extinct or extirpated from the reservation unless measures are taken to protect it and/or its habitat.
     Project areas will need to be surveyed for these species and avoidance and buffers implemented.  These are species that in many cases will need to have habitat protection, enhancement, or other measures implemented to ensure preservation and endurance in numbers.   
T--Threatened--A threatened species is one that is likely to become endangered or extirpated from the reservation unless measures are taken to protect it and/or its habitat.
     Project areas will need to be surveyed for these species and avoidance and buffers implemented.  These are species that in many cases will need to have habitat protection, enhancement, or other measures implemented to ensure preservation and endurance in numbers.   
S--Sensitive--A sensitive species is one that is likely to become threatened or endangered unless measures are taken to protect it and/or its habitat.
     In most cases these species do not need to be surveyed for unless a project, or series of projects, have the potential to reduce their numbers or reduce their habitat.  These are also species that in many cases will need to have habitat protection, enhancement, 
     or other measures implemented to ensure preservation and endurance in population numbers.
MC-- Management Concern--A species that is likely to reach TES status unless measures are taken to protect its habitat, protect it from non-native species invasion, disease issues, or other factors that pose a threat to it. 
     In most cases these species do not need to be surveyed for unless a project, or series of projects, will reduce their numbers or significantly reduce their habitat.  There are species that we need to make sure we are 
     providing habitat for, or otherwise dealing with the reasons for decline that will result in improving populations.  Some of these species are of cultural significance to the Band and some continue to be harvested provided this is not the reason for their decline.  
X--Extirpated
EX--Extinct
Watch List--List of plants and animals that have not been found here yet, but habitat exists, and they are likely to occur  here.  

Code Scientific Name Common Name Tribal Status Remarks
Extirpated or Extinct

BISBIS Bison bison Bison X Extirpated due to over-harvest and habitat loss.
CERCAN Cervus canadensis Eastern Elk EX Extinct due to over-harvest and habitat loss.  
CERELA Cervus elaphus American Elk X Extirpated from reservation due to over-harvest; edge of historic range.
ECTMIG Ectopistes migratorius Passenger pigeon EX Extinct due to over-harvest and habitat loss; once common nesting species in Minnesota.
GULGUL Gulo gulo Wolverine X Extirpated from reservation and most, if not all, of Minnesota by the 1920s due to over-harvest; edge of range.
FELCON Felis concolor couguar Eastern Cougar EX Recently declared extict by US Fish and Wildlife Service
TYMPHA Tympanuchus phasianellus Sharp-tailed grouse X Likely extirpated due to fire suppression and habitat loss.
RANTAR Rangifer tarandus Woodland caribou X Extirpated due to over-harvest and habitat changes that favored deer.

Mammals
ALCALC Alces alces Moose E Near extirpated due to over-harvest, fire suppression, and habitat changes that allowed deer to proliferate; occasional visitor.
CANLUP Canis lupis Gray wolf S Formerly endangered; recovering and scheduled for eventual delisting; close monitoring will be needed.
EPTFUS Eptesicus fuscus Big brown bat S White nose bat syndrome may be a threat to this species in the near future.
FELCON Felis concolor Cougar E Western species, occasionally sightings, presence on reservation unknown.
SPEFRA Spermophilus franklinii Franklin's Ground Squirrel S Rare on reservation, populations isolated
LASNOC Lasionycteris noctivagans Silver-haired bat S White nose bat syndrome may be a threat to this speices in the near future.
LASBOR Lasiurus borealis Red bat S White nose bat syndrome may be a threat to this speices in the near future.
LASCIN Lasiurus cinereus Hoary bat S White nose bat syndrome may be a threat to this speices in the near future.
LEPAME Lepus americanus Snowshoe hare MC Population has stopped cycling; no large peaks since 1970s. Timber harvest that eliminates overhead cover implicated.  Keystone species for predators.
LYNCAN Lynx canadensis Canada lynx E Near extirpated due to over-harvest and declines in snowshoe hare populations.
MARAME Martes americana Pine marten MC Extirpated due to over-harvest and habitat changes; recovering.
MARPEN Martes pennanti Fisher MC Population appears to be declining.  High female mortality thought to be due to lack of old forest den sites in suitable foraging habitat.
MICOCH Microtus ochrogaster Prairie vole S Present distribution on reservation unknown.
MUSFRE Mustela frenata Long-tailed Weasel MC Polulations appear to be declining.  Lack of structrual diversity suspected as the cause.
MYOKEE Myotis keenii Keen's myotis S White nose bat syndrome may be a threat to this speices in the near future.
MYOLUC Myotos lucifugus Little brown bat S White nose bat syndrome may be a threat to this speices in the near future.
MYOSEP Myotis septentrionalis Northern long-eared bat T White nose bat syndrome may be a threat to this speices in the near future. Under ESA review by FWS.
PHEINT Phenacomys intermedius Heather vole S Very rare on reservation
SYNBOR Synaptomys borealis Northern bog lemming S Very rare on reservation

Birds
ACCGEN Accipiter gentilis Northern goshawk E Very uncommon on reservation; needs old forest, with lots of snags that support prey that it can feed on. Habitat loss suspected reason for decline.
AMMCAU Ammodramus caudacuta Sharp-tailed sparrow S Needs sedge meadows: prescribed burning should promote its habitat.
AMMHEN Ammodramus henslowii Henslow's sparrow E Very rare on reservation
AMMLEC Ammodramus leconteii LeConte's Sparrow S Population thought to be in decline due to habitat changes.
AMMNEL Ammodramus nelsoni Nelson's Sharp-tailed Sparrow S Very rare on reservation
ARDHER Ardea herodias Great blue heron S Nests in colonies near wetlands; subject to disturbance and habitat loss.
ASIFLA Asio flammeus Short-eared owl S Owl of open country; edge of range.
BONUMB Bonasa umbellus Ruffed Grouse MC Declining, current management efforts that increase summer habitat not working.  Concerns about winter cover and food as well as disesae.  
BOTLEN Botaurus lentiginosus American bittern S Bird of sedge/cattail wetlands.
BUTLIN Buteo lineatus Red-shouldered hawk T Secretive; thought to require large blocks of old forest for nesting.
CANCAN Canachites canadensis Spruce grouse E All but extirpated from Reservation. Needs large blocks of natural jack pine habitats or patches of lowland conifers.  
CHAPEL Chaetura pelagica Chimney swift S Loss of  old decadent trees that have nesting cavities and decreases in man-made structures is believed to be reason for declines.
CHAMEL Charadrius melodus Piping plover E Likely nested on large reservation lakes prior to dam construction; occasionally seen during migration.
CHINIG Childonius niger Black tern S Uncommon on reservation; nests in shallow lakes and wetlands on floating vegetation.
COTNOV Coturnicops noveboracensis Yellow rail T Secretive; nests in sedge meadows on reservation; CBS found high numbers, but too-frequent burning of habitat may result in decline.
CYGBUC Cygnus buccinator Trumpeter swan S Once extirpated due to hunting, population now recovering.
DENCAE Dendroica caerulescens Black-throated Blue Warbler S Found in mature northern hardwood forest that have some brush in the understory
DENCAS Dendroica castanea Bay-breasted Warbler S Found in mature boreal conifer forests
GRUCAN Grus canadensis tabida Greater Sandhill crane T A few have started nesting on the reservation; needs large open fields and shallow wetlands.
HALLEU Haliaeetus leucocephalus Bald eagle T Population recovering, but subject to habitat loss and disturbance. Also protected under Eagle Act.
LARARG Larus argentatus Herring gull T One small colony of about 15 pairs nests on the reservation, nest site is washing away.
LARPIP Larus pipixcan Franklin's gull S Seen during migration.
MELERY Melanerpes erythrocephalus Red-headed woodpecker S Steep declines due to loss of open habitat with lots of snag.  
OPOAGI Oporonis agilis Connecticut Warbler S Found in mixed brushy lowland conifer habitat
PANHAL Pandion haliaetus Osprey S Population recovering, sometimes subject to disturbance.
PERCAN Perisoreus canadensis Gray jay S Rapidly declining on Reservation, warm winters thought to be reducing ability to store food needed for early nesting.  
PELERY Pelacanus erythrorhynchos White pelican S Numbers increasing; began breeding here again in 1999.
PHALTRI Phalaropus tricolor Wilson's phalarope S Occasional migrant; may breed here; requires quiet, shallow pools in wet meadows.
PICTRI Picoides tridactylus Black-backed woodpecker T Loss of high-quality jack pine and tamarack habitat and large fires has probably caused population decline.
PODAUR Podiceps auritus Horned grebe T Edge of range; may breed here, but seen mainly during migration.
RALELE Rallus elegans King rail E State endangered; not known to be present on the reservation, though suitable shallow marsh habitat exists.
STECAS Sterna caspia Caspian tern S Have started nesting on tribal lands in Leech Lake.  This is the only location in Minnesota where this species has successfully nested.  
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STEFOR Sterna forsteri Forster's tern S Mostly seen during migration.  
STEHIR Sterna hirundo Common tern T Only known to nest in one location on reservation; population has declined about 90% from 1930s.
STRNEB Strix nebulosa Great gray owl T Several known active nests on the reservation

Fish
CORCLU Coregonus clupeaformis Lake Whitefish MC This spieces is at the edge of its range and is likely to decline due to climate change.  Important TCP species for the Leech Lake Band
ETHMIC Etheostoma microperca Least Darter T  
LEPMEG Lepomis megalotis  Longear sunfish S Rare sunfish on LL Res.  
MOXVAL Moxostoma valenciennesi Greater redhorse S Historically more common on reservation,  currently known from only a few locations.
NOTANO Notropis anogenus Pugnose shiner S Present distribution on reservation unknown.

Reptiles and Amphibians
CHESER Chelydra serpentina Snapping turtle S Long-lived species; may be subject to over-harvest and poor reproduction due to egg predation.
EMYBLA Emydoidea blandingii Blandings Turtle T There is a single occurrence along the north end of the Reservation
HEMSCU Hemidactylium scutatum Four-toed salamander S Species documented at one location just outside reservation; likely present on reservation.
HETPLA Heterodon platirhinos Eastern hog-nosed snake S Very rare on reservation
PLECIN Plethodon cinereus Red-backed salamander S Very rare on reservation
RANCLA Rana clamitans Green frog S Distribution on reservation unknown; thought to need open water in winter.

Insects & Spiders
CICPAT Cicindela patruela patruela A species of tiger beetle T Very rare.
BOMAFF Bombus affinis Rusty patched bumble bee E Very rare on reservation.  Federally listed as endangered
DANPLE Danaus plexippus Monarch butterfly S Rapidly declining over all of range; candidate for ESA listing
BOMTER Bombus terricola Yellow Banded Bumble Bee S Rapidly declining over all of range, due to timber harvest, agriculture, and urban conversion.
AESSUB Aeshna subarctica Subarctic Darner S Rare; susceptible to habitat loss with peat mining and degradation to hydrology (Northern Poor Fens)
AESSIT Aeshna sitchensis Zigzag Darner S Rare; susceptible to habitat loss with peat mining and degradation to hydrology (Northern Poor Fens)

Mollusks
LASCOM Lasmigona compressa Creek heelsplitter S Found in several streams on the reservation.
LASCOS Lasmigona costata Fluted-shell Mussel S Slow to moderately flowing medium-large rivers
LIGREC Ligumia recta Black sandshell mollusk S Found in several streams on the reservation.

Plants
ADIPED Adiantum pedatum Northern maidenhair fern S Very rare on the Reservation/CNF.
ADLFUN Adlumia fungosa Allegheny vine T (2012, 2014)Two known Observations within LLR.
ANEPAT Anemone patens American Pasqueflower S 1 known location east shoreline of Cass Lake 2018, BH beltrami cty record
AREBUL Arethusa bulbosa Dragon's-mouth orchid S Rare; may experience habitat loss due to beaver flooding and timber harvest
BOTASC Botrychium ascendens Upswept moonwort E Only know from 2 locations on the LLR/CNF pigeon lake and CNF SO 
BOTCAM Botrychium campestre Prairie moonwort T Only 2 known locations on the LLR/CNF 
BOTCRE Botrychium crenulatum Dainty moonwort E Only one Minnesota population which is found on Leech Lake Reservation.  Assessed to be soon extirpated in MN due to non-native earthworms
BOTLAN Botrychium angustisegmentum Lance-leaved grape-fern T Rare; several locations within the Reservation. However, severely affected by non-native earthworms.
BOTLUN Botrychium neolunaria Common moonwort E (2014) County record and first time observation within Cass Co. and LLR. Only three known locations within the CNF
BOTMIC Botrychium michiganense Michigan moonwort T Only known locations within LLR/CNF are: CNF SO 
BOTMIN Botrychium minganense Mingan Island moonwort T Rare throughout it's range in MN; often found with B. mormo or other Botrychiums. Declining due to non-native earthworms
BOTMOR Botrychium mormo Goblin fern E 50% of populations gone, 90% of remainder severely imperiled.  Extirpated due to logging and non-native earthworm activity.  Possibly headed for ESA listing.
BOTPAL Botrychium pallidum Pale moonwort T Rare across the Reservation.
BOTSIM Botrychium simplex Least moonwort T Rare in north-central Minnesota; found at several locations; large population on tribal land.
BOSI Botrychium tenebrosum Swamp moonwort T Rare in LLR/CNF 
CALBUL Calypso bulbosa Calypso orchid S Rare on reservation; may experience habitat loss due to beaver flooding and timber harvest.
CARPRA Cardamine pratensis var. palustris Cuckoo flower E Only three locations within the CNF boundaries.  Potential to be found on the Reservation.
CARCAR Carpinus carolinana Blue beech, musclewood T  4 known locations on reservation.
CARCOR Carya cordiformis Bitternut hickory T Rare; not known for certain if occurrences were originally planted by Native Americans.
CELOCC Celtis occidentalis Hackberry S Rare on reservation, occurring near lakes in floodplain-type habitat.
COMPER Comptonia peregrina Sweet fern S Traditionally used; uncommon, perhaps due to decrease in mature jack pine forest. One know location on reservation logged in early 2000s.
CYPARI Cypripedium arietinum Ram's-head lady-slipper T Usually found at edges of lowland conifer bogs; threatened by timber harvest and beaver flooding.
DICCAN Dicentra canadensis Squirrel corn E Only one location on the Reservation.  An old observation which has not been relocated. No records with the bell not believed to occur here. 
DROINT Drosera intermedia Spatulate-leaved sundew S Few recent records from reservation, extremely uncommon within CNF
DRYGOL Dryopteris goldiana Goldie's fern E Found in old growth deciduous forest, adjacent to large waterbodies; only locations known in northern Minnesota are within reservation.
ELEOLI Eleocharis olivacea Olive-brown spike rush T Found at mucky edges of bog lakes; distribution on reservation unknown.
ELEQUI Eleocharis quinqueflora Few-flowered spike-rush S Rare; one known location on reservation.
ERYALB Erythronium albidum White trout-lily T Found at only two location on reservation; northernmost location known in MN.
FRANIG Fraxinus nigra Black Ash MC This species is threatened with extirpation when Emerald ash borer arrives.
FRAPEN Fraxinus pennsylvanica Green Ash MC This species is threatened with extirpation when Emerald ash borer arrives.
GENAND Gentiana andrewsii Closed gentian S Uncommon on reservation.
GYMROB Gymnocarpium robertianum Limestone oak fern T White cedar swamps.  Very rare, but locally abundant when found.
HIEODO Hierochloe odorata Sweet grass S Traditionally used; extremely uncommon on reservation.
JUGCIN Juglans cinerea Butternut E About a dozen trees found in oak forest in Cass Co. Listed as endangered or threatened throughout it's range, (Butternut Canker) 
LITUNI Littorella uniflora American shoreweed (or Shore Plantain) S sandy,gravel/cobble substrate plants become stranded on the shore 2-3 ft deep (underwater survey) threatened by invasives and lakescaping
MALBRA Malaxis monophyllos var. brachypoda White adder's-mouth T Uncommon orchid found in a diveristy of lowland forest types. Strong affinaty to NWCedar. Declining due to non-native earthworms and logging 
MALPAL Malaxus paludosa Bog adder's-mouth E Extremely rare in cont. US. Only about a dozen locations in MN, one record within  LLR.
MITREP Mitchella repens Partridge-berry S Few occurrences in area; single occurrence on reservation on Forest Service land, probably extirpated due to timber harvest.
NAJGRA Najas gracillima Slender naiad S Found in this area in unpolluted sandy-bottomed lakes.
NAGUO2 Najas guadalupensis sp. Olivacea Guadalupe waternymph T Occurs within CNF
OROUNI Orobanche uniflora One-flowered broom-rape E Extremely rare; only found in one location on reservation, and this location may be threatened due to utility activities. ROW 
PINSTR Pinus strobus White pine MC Population greatly reduced due to over-harvest, blister rust, deer browsing, and insect pests.  Regeneration efforts underway.
PLACLA Platanthera clavellata Club-spur orchid/Small Green Wood Orchid T Rare; only a few locations within the CNF and LLR. Maintain biotic community hydrology winter logging will impact this species. Black Spruce & Tamarack Sphagnum hummocks and water-filled hollows 
POLVIR Polypodium virginianum Common polypody T Extremely uncommon on the Reservation/CNF. Requires old growth forest, cedar, and upland N hardwoods 
POTBIC Potamogeton bicupulatus Snail seed pondweed E clear, soft water shallow lakes, bog edges, or larger lakes in areas not subject to turbulent wave action
POTVAG Stuckenia vaginata Sheathed pondweed E habitat range may vary, deeperwater zones and near-shore 
RANLAP Ranunculus lapponicus Lapland buttercup T Rare; few locations on LLR/CNF in oldgrowth cedar.  Considered extremely rare throughout its range.
SCEDIS Sceptridium dissectum Dissected grape-fern S Uncommon.
SCEONE Sceptridium oneidense Blunt-lobed grape-fern T Rare; only a few observations within LLR. Requires undisturbed Mesic Northern Hardwoods Communities
SCERUG Sceptridium rugulosum Ternate grape-fern S Uncommon.
SUBAQU Subularia aquatica Awlwort T occures at Sunken Lake 
TAXCAN Taxus canadensis Canada yew S Uncommon on reservation; declining due to habitat changes and deer browsing. Traditionally used 
TORPAL Torreyochloa pallida Torrey's manna-grass S One known occurrence north of reservation; shallow water in swampy forest.
TRCL4 Trichophorum clintonii Clinton's Bulrush T One known location on LLR. BH 2019 FD species, most often occures in transition zones between sandy uplands and wetlands, however - habitat is not well understood for this species.
ULMAME Ulmus americana American elm MC Once a common canopy tree in reservation forests; most, if not all, mature trees dead due to exotic Dutch elm disease.  Restoration efforts using hybrids .
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ULMRUB Ulmus rubra Red (slippery) elm MC Once common canopy tree in reservation hardwood forests; most, if not all, mature trees dead due to exotic Dutch elm disease.
UTRGEM Utricularia geminiscapa Hiddenfruit bladderwort T Found in small pools in moss/sedge  acid bogs, recently found on LLR.  Extent of population unknown.
UTRGIB Utricularia gibba Humped bladderwort S Found in relatively pristine, sandy-bottomed lakes.
UTRPUR Utricularia purpurea Purple-flowered bladderwort S One known location on reservation; possibility of other locations; shallow lakes.
VIOPAL Viola palustris Marsh violet T One known occurance in Minnesota at Pennington Bog.  Misidentified herbarium specimen discovered in March 2014
WALFRA Waldsteinia fragarioides Barren strawberry S Edge of range; usually found on sandy soils, especially in conifer or oak forests, one location on tribal lands

Lichens
CETAUR Ahtiana aurescens Eastern candlewax lichen T Extremely Rare: (2014) Observed for the first time in Itasca and Cass Counties. Old growth indicator.  
BRYFUS Bryoria fuscescens Pale-footed Horsehair Lichen S An old record from 1976.  South of Walker.
HETOBS Heterodermia obscurata Orange-tinted Fringe Lichen T All known locations with in MN are from LLR/CNF Extremly rare in MN.
PHSU20 Physconia subpallida Pale Bellied Frost Lichen E All known location with in MN since 1899 occur within LLR/CNF.  Possibly headed for ESA listing
PSECRO Pseudocyphellaria holarctica Yellow specklebelly lichen E (2014) Recent observation on Reservation and a Cass County record .  Endangered in MN. 
STIBEA Sticta beauvoisii Spotted felt lichen T Extremely Rare on LLR/CNF, requires old growth cedar 
STIFUL Sticta fuliginosa Peppered moon lichen T Extremely Rare on LLR/CNF, requires old growth cedar 
TRCL5 Tremella cladoniae no common name E Occurs on CNF just outside LLR. Only known record within MN. Habitat within LLR is old growth cedar.
TRTO5 Trichocolea tomentella Handsome Woollywort T Occures in mature to old growth cedar. Around ground water seepages, extremely specialized habitat requirements
USNANG Usnea angulata Beard lichen E Critically threatened throughout its NA range.  LLR/CNF one of three locations in NA were it's known to still exist 
USNRUB Usnea rubicunda Bloody beard lichen E One of three locations with in MN where it is known to exist LLR. Concentrations around Leech Lake. Extremely Rare 
XENLEP Xenonectriella leptalea no common name E Only published record for NA occurs in CNF. Habitat for the species within LLR. Old growth cedar/black ash critically imperiled.

Watch List Insects & Spiders
AGATOM Agapetus tomus A Caddisfly
CERBRE Ceraclea brevis A Caddisfly
CERVER Ceraclea vertreesi Vertrees's Ceraclean Caddisfly
CINPAT Cicindela patruela patruela Northern Barrens Tiger Beetle
HYDMET Hydroptila metoeca A Caddisfly
HYDNOV Hydroptila novicola A Caddisfly
MARFOR Marpissa formosa Short-bellied Slender Jumping Spider only 40 sightings in the country. 1 sighting just south of the LLR boundary. Sightings are near marshes and on cattails
MARGRA Marpissa grata A Jumping Spider
OXYECO Oxyethira ecornuta A Caddisfly
OXYITA Oxyethira itascae A Caddisfly
PARFON Paradamoetas fontana A Jumping Spider
POLMIL Polycentropus milaca A Caddisfly
SETOLI Setodes oligius A Caddisfly

Watch List Plants
ARTLUD Artemisia ludoviciana White sagebrush
ASTNEG Astragalus neglectus Coopers milkvetch
BOTSPA Botrychium spathulatum Spathulate moonwort Found in sedge-dominated peatlands and fens.
CAOR5 Carex laxiflora var. ormostachya, Carex gracilescens Necklace Sedge habitat varies upland hardwood  and hardwood conifer mesic loamy soils and moderate shade somewhate dryer soils tolerable
CAPA17 Carex pallescens Pale Sedge Found in Itasca County  moist to seasonally wet soil
CLAMAR Cladium mariscoides Twig rush Peatlands.
DROANG Drosera anglica English sundew Peatlands.
DROLIN Drosera linearis Linear-leaved sundew
ELTR Elatine triandra Three-stamened waterwort Aquatic - littoral zone of Lake, Rock outcrop
ELEROB Eleocharis robbinsii Robbins spike rush
ELEROS Eleocharis rostellata Beaked spike rush Sandy lake shore.
FIMAUT Fimbristylis autumnalis Autumn fimbristylis Ony a few locations within LLR.
IMPPAL Impatiens pallida Pale jewelweed Rare; in shallow pools in open sedge-dominated peatlands.
JUNSTY Juncus stygius Moor rush
JUNVAS Juncus vaseyi Vasey rush
LISTAUR Listera auriculata Auricled twayblade Beaver impoundments, shallow lakes, protected bays.
NYMLEI Nymphaea leibergii Four-angled water lily
PANQUI Panax quinquefolius Wild gensing Moist grassy or sedge meadows, usually with brush.
PLAFLA Platanthera flava var. herbiola Tubercled rein-orchid
POPA Poa paludigena Bog bluegrass Survey may - June, black ash, yellow birch, sometimes speckled alder
POLOCC Polemonium occidentale ssp. lacustre Western Jacob's ladder
POOA Potamogeton oakesianus Oakes's Pondweed Aquatic - small ponds or lakes threatened by poor water quality dependent on 'soft-water lakes'
POPU6 Potamogeton pulcher Spotted pondweed Documented in Cass County - one of the rarest aquatic plants minimize shoreline veg removal and littoral zone disturbance, no-wake
RANGME Ranunculus gmelinii Gmelin's buttercup Shallows of cold, sandy or gravelly lakes; one record a few miles outside reservation.
RUVE5 Rubus vermontanus Vermont blackberry Requires pollination and early spring fire every 3-4 years
SUBAQU Subularia aquatica Awlwort Large peatlands.
XYRMON Xyris montana Montane yellow-eyed grass

Watch List Lichens
CETOAK Cetraria oakesiana Yellow ribbon lichen
COCPAL Coccocarpia palmicola Salted shell lichen
LOBSCR Lobaria scrobiculata Textured lungwort
MELSUB Melanohalea subolivacea Brown-eyed Camouflage Lichen
MENTER Menegazzia terebrata Port-hole Lichen
OCHAND Ochrolechia androgyna Powdery Saucer Lichen
PARSTU Parmelia stuppea Powder-edged ruffle lichen
PELVEN Peltigera venosa Fan lichen
RAMTHR Ramalina thrausta Angel’s Hair Lichen
THEEPI Thelocarpon epibolum Thelocarpon Lichen
USNLON Usnea longissima Beard lichen
USNMUT Usnea mutabilis Bloody beard lichen
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